SOLUTIONS FOR
PROFESSIONALS
2015/2016

EN

OUR TECHNOLOGIES
WASHLET technologies
	Warm water nozzle
An individually adjustable
wand system with
self-cleaning function
	Heated seat
Individually adjustable
temperature
	Deodoriser
Filter system to absorb odours
	Dryer
Warm jet of air
	PreMist
Mist of water sprayed
onto the ceramic before the
toilet is used. Makes it more
difficult for dirt and waste
to accumulate
	Auto Functions
Sensor-based technologies
	Actilight
Zirconium coating combined
with UV light for an anti
bacterial effect that breaks
down waste
	ewater+
Electrolysed antibacterial
water that eliminates
bacteria
Conserve resources
	Aerial Shower
Aerated water for
the shower
	Aerial Pulse
Aerated water with a
pulsating function
	EcoCap
Fuller aerated
water stream
	Water-saving
Technologies that
save water
	4.5 l flush
Water-saving full flush
uses just 4.5 l
	SelfPower
Sensor-activated faucet
generates its own electricity

Hygiene technologies
	Tornado Flush
Highly effective twoor three-jet flush
	CeFiONtect
Special hygienic glaze for
a smooth ceramic surface
	Rimless design
Ceramic toilet bowl
without hard-to-reach areas
along the top edge
Technologies for greater comfort
	Auto Functions
Sensor-based
technologies
	SMA
Maintains a constant
water temperature despite
fluctuating water supply
temperatures and pressure
levels
	Gyrostream
Shower jets with rotating
and pulsating functions
	Water Pillar
A gentle, voluminous stream
of water that envelopes the
entire body
	Cascade Flow
Waterfall-like shower
function that warms the
entire body
Design innovations
LUMINIST
Translucent epoxy resin
material

SOLUTIONS FOR
PROFESSIONALS
2015/2016
BATHROOM
PRODUCTS
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AT A GLANCE:
PLANNING
Hotels, restaurants,
trade fair and convention centres

Office, commercial
and administration
buildings

Residential buildings

WASHBASINS
WASHBASINS
VESSELS
SELF-RIM BASINS & UNDERCOUNTER BASINS
FURNITURE WASHBASINS

P. 27

P. 27

P. 27

HYGIENE-CERTIFIED TOILETS
WALLHUNG
FLOORSTANDING
BACK-TO-WALL

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

BIDETS

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

URINAL

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

WASHLETS

P. 59

P. 59

P. 59

LUMINIST

P. 83

P. 83

P. 83

AUTOMATIC FAUCETS, SHOWERS,
HAND DRYERS AND SOAP DISPENSER
AUTOMATIC FAUCETS
HAND DRYERS
AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER
SHOWERS

P. 91

P. 91

P. 91

Health-care facilities

Airports, train stations
and car parks

Schools and recreational buildings

Shopping centres and
department stores

Industrial buildings
and warehouses

P. 27

P. 27

P. 27

P. 27

P. 27

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 41

P. 59

P. 59

P. 59

P. 59

P. 59

P. 83

P. 83

P. 83

P. 83

P. 83

P. 91

P. 91

P. 91

P. 91

P. 91
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AT A GLANCE:
OUR COLLECTIONS

NEOREST

Combining innovative technology and
streamlined design.

NC NATURAL CURVE

For a bathroom showing symmetrical
elegance.

SG SQUARE GEOMETRY

The perfect combination of pure
elegance and simplicity.

CF CLEAN FUTURE

For people who expect more from
the standard.

THE WASHLETS

Comfort and state-of-the-art
technology for your everyday life.

Collections catalogue
available at eu.toto.com

MH MODULAR HOME

For people who enjoy making their
own decisions.

LUMINIST

Serenity in the bathroom.

AT A GLANCE:
OUR PRODUCTS

WASHBASINS

An overview of all TOTO washbasins –
from vessels to furniture washbasins.

TOILETS

Exclusive ceramics for the bathroom.
An overview of our toilets.

WASHLETS

Hygiene and comfort meet state-ofthe-art technology – the WASHLETs.

starting on p. 27

starting on p. 41

starting on p. 59

LUMINIST

AUTOMATIC
FAUCETS

SHOWERS

Our LUMINIST products – because
design is part of feeling good.
starting on p. 83

Our faucets are designed to meet a
wide range of requirements while
conserving resources.
starting on p. 91

HAND DRYER

The economic and environmentally
friendly solution for public restrooms.
starting on p. 95

AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER

For washrooms with high hygiene
requirements.
starting on p. 95

Showers
An enjoyable shower experience while
saving water.
starting on p. 96
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ENJOY JAPANESE
BATH CULTURE.
ENJOY TOTO.

TOTO
products represent the next generation of bathroom products – uniting
the ultimate in hygiene with the ideal combination of design and technology.
This sets TOTO apart as the clear leader in providing products for the perfect
bathroom.
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TECHNOLOGY

WELL-BEING

COMFORT

Japanese technologies are synonymous
with innovation around the world.
TOTO uses technologies in line with
the state-of-the-art requirements of
today’s bathroom: offering aboveaverage hygiene, maximum comfort –
for people of all ages – while conserving resources. This leads to product
innovations unlike any available on
the European market before

Since time immemorial, Japanese
bathroom culture has represented the
epitome of cleanliness and well-being.
Above all else, every TOTO bathroom
provides not only convenience and
functionality, but also a haven for
relaxation. It is for this reason that
TOTO brings together Asian bathroom
culture with Western engineering.

It is impossible to imagine the bathroom of the future without outstanding
comfort. TOTO is working to further
enhance the factor of comfort at every
level. This includes self-cleaning
WASHLETs that offer the greatest
possible hygiene. TOTO also develops
shower technologies that offer luxurious experiences while using little
water.

DESIGN

PURITY

Japanese design represents quintessential clarity, functionality and
minimalism. Its crisp Asian-inspired
contours are a hallmark of TOTO’s
signature design style. The result:
High-quality technology that you can
feel – but you can’t see.

The bathing ceremony has always
been part of Japanese culture. Cleanliness and hygiene are an integral
part of everyday life in Japan, where
spiritual and physical purity go hand
in hand. One cannot exist without the
other. This is also one of TOTO’s main
principles.
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OUR PRINCIPLE
DISCOVER THE BATHROOM
OF TOMORROW
The bathroom of tomorrow is a haven
that seamlessly combines technology,
comfort and design. As consumer demands increase, so does our expertise –
and with it the satisfaction of our
customers.

HYGIENE

For this reason, our principle is:

Hygiene plays an especially important
role in bathrooms located in public facilities. In hospitals, hotels and public
washrooms, reliable hygiene is more
than just a luxury – it is a necessity.
TOTO products offer a consistently
high standard of quality and sophisticated technology to ensure the greatest possible hygiene.

CLEAN
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1917

DESIGNED WITH THE USER IN MIND
Technology is something that should
be felt rather than seen, while design
simplifies the use of that technology.
TOTO represents the ideal symbiosis
of technology and design, complex
construction and simple operation.

SUSTAINABILITY
The bathroom is a haven of wellbeing and relaxation, neither of which
should be achieved at the expense of
the environment. That’s why T
 OTO
considers the development of energyand water-saving technologies essential in creating the bathroom of
tomorrow.
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CLEAN & GREEN
At TOTO, the main focus of innovation is to develop technologies that
conserve resources. Of the company’s
24,000 employees, a dedicated team
of 900 in Research and Development
alone works to make the products
more sustainable.
Sustainability in the bathroom primarily means saving water. T
 OTO also
develops materials and technologies
that minimise the use of aggressive

HYDROTECT-coated surfaces (facades,
windows or tiles) clean themselves
and the air around them. When used
indoors, they are also antibacterial.

cleaning products or generate their
own energy, thus conserving resources
over the long-term.
Naturally, the bathroom only takes up
a small part of an entire building. This
is why TOTO has developed technologies to support the “green building”
beyond this one room. HYDROTECT,
for example, is a surface coating for
exterior facades that is self-cleaning,
antibacterial and even cleans the air.

At TOTO, sustainability means conserving resources where possible and
practical while enhancing the comfort
and quality of the products. In the
end, this is what creates true sustainability at every level.

Water is aerated for a fuller, more comfortable flow of water – an enhanced
shower experience that uses less water.

We have toilets that offer the option
to use a 3 and 4.5 l flush. All of our
toilets also come equipped with the
highly effective two or three-jet
Tornado Flush. The rimless design
and CeFiONtect glaze allow for easier, more thorough cleaning without
any aggressive cleansers. The new
generation WASHLETs, featuring the
ewater+ and Actilight technologies,
even go one step further: They include anti-bacterial and self-cleaning
properties. The PreMist function
available on our WASHLETs sprays
the toilet bowl with water before
use, making it more difficult for dirt
and waste to accumulate.

Ceramics featuring the CeFiONtect
glaze prevent dirt and bacteria from
accumulating. They also require less
water and cleaning products to keep
clean.
Automatic faucets save water and
electricity.
F
 or technologies, please see pages 38, 56,
74, 88, 110 onwards.
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PEOPLE FALL IN LOVE WITH
THE DESIGN AT FIRST SIGHT.
THEY STILL LOVE THE
PRODUCT 10 YEARS LATER.
Why TOTO products are the best choice for a property’s overall life cycle.

PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT

USE AND
RENOVATION

IMPLEMENTATION

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

STANDARD PLANNING,
EXTRAORDINARY DESIGN.

 OTO products have all of the features
T
needed for easy, uncomplicated planning. All of the bathroom fixtures are
available in T
 OTO’s streamlined design
and uncompromising language of form
to equip an entire building. They fulfil
even the most exclusive tastes – down
to the smallest detail.

References p. 163
Planning data p. 117

 OTO’s extensive product portfolio ofT
fers everything from a single source.

IMPLEMENTATION

VERSATILE IN EVERY RESPECT.

We understand that projects sometimes
don’t always run according to plan.
We also understand that products that
reduce additional complications are
important. That’s why TOTO products
are designed for trouble free, uncomplicated installation.

USE AND RENOVATION

Information on washbasins p. 27
Information on toilets p. 41
Information on WASHLETs p. 59
Information on faucets p. 91
References p. 163
Planning data p. 117

USE AND RENOVATION ABLE
THE LONGER, THE BETTER.

The quality of bathroom products is
only apparent once a building has been
used to its limits. The differences in
sustainability and hygiene can only be
seen after years of use. T
 OTO’s innovative technologies allow the products to
make a winning impression even after
years of use, and play a major role in
building efficiency. TOTO bathroom
ceramics are sustainable because they
conserve resources over many years.

Hygiene certificate p. 46, 72; Hygiene report p. 49, 73
How your investment pays off p. 54, 106, 108
Comparison of noise measurements p. 52 ,72
I nformation on resource-saving technologies p. 104
References p. 163
Planning data p. 117
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THE RIGHT ARGUMENT.
FOR EVERY DEMAND.
Every building is different and has different demands of its equipment. TOTO has
the right product for all types of requirements – from hospitals to office buildings.
When it comes to hygiene and sustainability, however, all T
 OTO products are the
same – they provide standards of hygiene far above average with the ultimate
in comfort.

FOR ARCHITECTS

EASY PLANNING,
MAXIMUM DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

 OTO products are just as easy to plan as any other. The
T
difference lies in the design. The language of form offers the
greatest possible flexibility in design and underscores the
architecture of each building. The high standards of hygiene
in TOTO products ensure that they will meet all requirements – even in buildings with very special requirements.

FOR INVESTORS AND DEVELOPERS

MAINTAINING THE VALUE
OF BUILDINGS FOR YEARS TO COME.

 OTO is the right partner when it comes to constructing
T
buildings that retain their value over the long-term. TOTO
sanitary ceramics have an especially long life due to their
high product standards and certified hygienic attributes.
As such, they can be used for a very long time without the
need for replacement.

FOR OPERATORS AND USERS

FOR PLUMBERS

FOR ARCHITECTS

FOR INVESTORS AND DEVELOPERS

FOR OPERATORS AND USERS

EFFICIENT, ESPECIALLY FOR EVERYDAY USE.

Cleaning sanitary facilities is a cost factor for every building. Innovative hygiene technologies can cut considerable
cleaning costs, especially in buildings with major hygiene
demands. Cleaning T
 OTO sanitary ceramics requires far less
time. For example, it takes around 30 seconds less to clean
a TOTO toilet than a conventional one. Water-saving technologies in the faucets and the 3 l and 4.5 l flushes are also
effective ways to conserve resources.
The high quality of the ceramics and their special CeFiONtect
glaze keeps the products in outstanding condition over a
longer period of time. As a result, they do not need to be
replaced nearly as often as conventional products – and the
investment in TOTO pays off very quickly.

FOR PLUMBERS

EASY TO INSTALL FOR
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

Assembling TOTO products and toilets is just as easy and
uncomplicated. All TOTO products are manufactured in line
with DIN and EU standards and can be installed without
difficulty. Our Support team is also available to answer any
questions that may arise.
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10 GOOD REASONS
TO CHOOSE TOTO

1. DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY CAN GO
HAND-IN-HAND IN THE BATHROOM.

2.	
OUR PRODUCTS REPRESENT THE BEST

OF JAPANESE AND EUROPEAN CULTURE.

3.	
NEARLY 24,000 EMPLOYEES AROUND THE

WORLD ENSURE THAT IT STAYS THAT WAY.

4. TOTO’S PRODUCTS ARE BASED ON
OVER 100 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.

5.	
TOTO HAS PRODUCED WASHLETS

FOR 35 YEARS AND IS THE WORLD’S
MARKET LEADER.

6. TOTO INVENTED THE FIRST WASHLET

WC THAT CLEANS ITSELF COMPLETELY.

7.
8.
9.

 AVING WATER AND ENJOYING A
S
RELAXING SHOWER CAN GO HANDIN-HAND.
 OTO MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO CONSERVE
T
RESOURCES WHILE CUTTING COSTS.
 JAPANESE MARKET LEADER KEEPS
A
ITS PROMISES.

10.	WE ARE INTERESTED IN HYGIENE –
NOT JUST CLEANLINESS.
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TOTO IN FIGURES

1917

THE YEAR TOTO WAS ESTABLISHED.

11,000,000

PIECES OF SANITARY WARE ARE PRODUCED
EACH YEAR.

36,000,000

THE NUMBER OF WASHLETS WE’VE SOLD
WORLDWIDE TO DATE.

35

THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE THAT
GO INTO EVERY SINGLE W
 ASHLET.

150,000,000

USD TOTO SPENDS ON RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT EACH YEAR.

29

PRODUCTION FACILITIES IN ASIA,
NORTH AMERICA AND EUROPE

24,000

THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE TOTO EMPLOYS
WORLDWIDE.

60%

THE PERCENTAGE OF THE JAPANESE MARKET
ACCOUNTED FOR BY TOTO PRODUCTS.

40%

THE POTENTIAL REDUCTION IN WATER
CONSUMPTION THAT HOUSEHOLDS CAN
ACHIEVE BY INSTALLING TOTO BATHROOM
FITTINGS.

24 / 25 PRODUCTS

WHEN DESIGN
AND TECHNOLOGY
MEET. THAT
IS TOTO.
OUR PRODUCTS.
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STANDARDS
OUTSIDE OF
THE NORM.
WASHBASINS.

With TOTO technologies, you always have products that are truly state of the
art – in terms of design, comfort, hygiene and sustainability. All TOTO ceramic
washbasins have a CeFiONtect glazing as standard. Our washbasins feature
the following technologies:

Planning data starting on p. 118
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TOTO WASHBASINS

CF WASHBASIN

NC VESSEL BASIN

MH WASHBASIN

NEOREST VESSEL BASIN

WASHBASINS

VESSELS

Washbasin overview p. 32

Washbasin overview p. 32

Planning data p. 118

Planning data p. 118

WASHBASINS
TOILETS
BIDETS

PUBLIC SELF-RIM BASIN

SG FURNITURE WASHBASIN

URINAL

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN

Washbasin overview p. 32

Washbasin overview p. 32

Planning data p. 118

Planning data p. 118

PLANNING DATA

FURNITURE WASHBASINS

REFERENCES

SELF-RIM BASIN AND UNDERCOUNTER BASIN

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

PUBLIC UNDERCOUNTER
WASHBASIN
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WASHBASINS

 OTO washbasins offer the ideal
T
combination of design and functionality, making them the perfect choice
for any location – from hotel and
guest bathrooms to public facilities.
Each of our washbasins features our
CeFiONtect glaze. This special glaze,
Benefits p. 36
Technologies p. 38
Planning data p. 118

developed using nanotechnology, keeps
dirt and bacteria from accumulating.
It makes our washbasins easier to
clean and helps them retain their shine.
Microfibre cloth can be used to clean
CeFiONtect without scratching.

WASHBASINS
TOILETS

SG FURNITURE WASHBASIN

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN

MH WASHBASIN WITH PEDESTAL

NC WASHBASIN WITH HALF-PEDESTAL

BIDETS

NC HANDRINSE BASIN

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

NEOREST VESSEL BASIN
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305

90
110

Ø 400

Ø32

500

550

AT A GLANCE:
OUR WASHBASINS

850

100

500
491
90
115
310

±0=OKFFB

Ø 400 mm

450 mm

Ø

40

0

365 mm

100

Ø 54

850

256

500

MH HANDRINSE VESSEL
without tap hole, without overflow
LW10038G

LUMINIST/LUNA VESSEL
with LED lighting
MRZ740BPA1
white inlaid base
±0=OKFFB
MRZ740BPA6 black inlaid base

LUMINIST/R VESSEL
MRZ700BCB1

NC HANDRINSE VESSEL
with tap hole, without overflow
LW10019G

510 mm

500 mm

510

500

500

510

NC VESSEL
without tap hole, with overflow
LW760Y

LUMINIST/S VESSEL
MRZ710BCB1 Crystal Snow

510 mm

530 mm

NC VESSEL
without tap hole, with overflow
LW761Y

NC WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW766Y

540 mm
530

PUBLIC SELF-RIM BASIN
without tap hole, with overflow
LW763Y

450

450

530

Planning data of all washbasins starting on p. 118

NC WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW767Y

PUBLIC SELF-RIM BASIN
without tap hole, with overflow
LW762Y

540

460

510

515

520

320

320

421

54

430

Ø

450

321

Ø7

5

500

400

400

365

PUBLIC UNDERCOUNTER
BASIN
without tap hole, with overflow
LW764Y

TOILETS

WASHBASINS

See our website for more
information.

550

450

450

460

PUBLIC UNDERCOUNTER
BASIN
without tap hole, with overflow
LW765Y

550

363

550

540

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10033G

MH WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10300G

BIDETS

550 mm

MH VESSEL BASIN
without tap hole or overflow
LW10039G

URINAL

540 mm

MH VESSEL BASIN
with tap hole,
without overflow
±0=OKFFB
LW180Y

654

650 mm
650

654

650

Ø46

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10034G

MH VESSEL
without tap hole, without overflow
LW10070G

CF WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW136Y

Planning data of all washbasins starting on p. 118

WASHLETS
PLANNING DATA

483

362

483

Ø35

REFERENCES

MH WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10064G

450

450

210

75

652

LUMINIST

NC WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10020G

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

SG FURNITURE WASHBASIN
with tap hole, without overflow
LW170Y

650

455

453

460

600

500

NEOREST VESSEL BASIN
without tap hole, with overflow
and chrome coloured overflow
cover
LW3716HY

650 mm

100

600

850

0

550

596

392

R1

10

485

600 mm

155

160

60

280

32

60

170
155

R1

10
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0

330

850

100

550

500

460

±0=OKFFB

750 mm

854

800 mm
800

854

800

Ø46

NEOREST VESSEL BASIN
without tap hole, with overflow
and chrome coloured overflow
cover
LW3716HY

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10035G

900 mm

1000 mm
1000

470

477

900

SG FURNITURE WASHBASIN
with tap hole, without overflow
LW172Y

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10069G

Planning data of all washbasins starting on p. 118

NC WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW10021G

483

Ø35
485

480

483

448

210

75

746

850 mm

CF WASHBASIN
with tap hole and overflow
LW137Y

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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OUR BENEFITS
Microfibre
cloth

No scratches from microfibre cloth

Conventional washbasin without
CeFiONtect glaze

Unlike other ceramic surfaces, our special CeFiONtect glaze is ideally suited
for cleaning with microfibre cloths.
The glaze is fired into the ceramic during the production process, creating
a very durable and extremely smooth
surface. In contrast to conventional
coatings, microfibre cloths do not leave
any scratches on T
 OTO ceramics. They
retain their smooth, glossy appearance
far longer. CeFiONtect makes T
 OTO
ceramics very easy to clean.

TOTO washbasin with
CeFiONtect glaze

scratched
surface

Design

Cleaning made easy –
without corners or edges

smooth surface,
no scratches

The streamlined design of TOTO washbasins is not the only thing that makes
them appealing. They lack the inconvenient corners and edges that make
other washbasins difficult to clean – for
efficient and easy cleaning that saves
time.

WASHBASINS
TOILETS
BIDETS
URINAL
WASHLETS
LUMINIST
FAUCETS / SHOWERS

 OTO washbasins are easy to assemT
ble. The half-pedestals feature quick
fasteners on the sides and an automatic locking system, making them
easy to install or remove and extremely
convenient to maintain.

PLANNING DATA

Easy to assemble – with or without
the half-pedestal

REFERENCES

Assembly
advantages
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
CeFiONtect

Special hygienic glaze
for smooth ceramic surfaces

BENEFITS
- Easier to clean
- Dirt-resistant
- Minimises the amount
of toilet cleaner required

Our special CeFiONtect glaze is applied to all TOTO ceramics, ensuring
a long-lasting shine, and most importantly, exceptional hygiene, as it’s
nearly impossible for dirt and mould
to stick to the surface.
The extremely smooth glaze redefines cleanliness on ceramic surfaces.
Though invisible to the naked eye, the
ridges of untreated ceramic surfaces
appear like small mountain ranges
under the microscope.

No matter how often you clean them,
bacteria build up in the minute crevices of the uneven surface. No matter
how often you clean them, dirt and
bacteria build up in the minute crevices of the uneven surface. The special
CeFiONtect glaze is applied to the
surface before the firing process and is
extremely hard-wearing, thus ensuring
natural long-lasting surface protection
and cleanliness.
Hygiene comes as standard in every
TOTO bathroom.

WASHBASINS

Translucent epoxy resin material

BENEFITS

LUMINIST’s exceptional physical attributes mean that its range of uses
extend far beyond the bathroom. In
fact, it’s even used in aircraft construction. Scratch-resistant and highly durable, LUMINIST can withstand temperatures of up to 360°C. This robustness
also makes it easier to repair, and any
scratches can simply be polished out.

REFERENCES

In LUMINIST, TOTO has created
an exceptional epoxy resin material
that combines a soft silky texture
and a translucent appearance with
extreme durability and heat resistance.
LUMINIST washbasins and bathtubs
are extremely long-lasting. LUMINIST
can also be used in combination with
LEDs, enabling you to use light as
a design element in your bathroom.

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

- Attractive appearance
- Extremely durable
- Long-lasting

TOILETS

LUMINIST
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HYGIENE
AND COMFORT
IN ONE.
TOILETS, BIDETS
AND URINAL.

With TOTO technologies, you always have products that are truly state of the
art – in terms of design, comfort, hygiene and sustainability. Our toilets feature
the following TOTO technologies:

Planning data starting on p. 124

 OTO Europe GmbH toilets featuring Tornado Flush technology,
T
CeFiONtect glaze and rimless ceramic bowls are certified in line with
the German Hygiene Certificate.

P R O F .

D R .

M E D .

K L A U S - D I E T E R

A R Z T F Ü R H Y G I E N E
W E I N H O L D W E G 5
1 4 0 8 9 B E R L I N

U N D

Z A S T R O W

U M W E L T M E D I Z I N

23. Februar 2014

Vergleichende Untersuchung von herkömmlichen WCs mit spülrandlosen
WCs der Firma TOTO. Typ CW762Y der Serie NC mit WC-Sitz VC100 und WC Typ
CW132Y mit WC-Sitz VC130 der Serie CF. (Kombination aus randloser WC-Keramik
und Tornado-Flush-Spülung) unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Keimverbreitung

Aufgabenstellung
Es sollte geprüft werden, ob das TOTO-WC durch seine Konstruktion und Beschaffenheit
besonders gut für den Einsatz in hygienesensiblen Bereichen wie Krankenhäusern und
Pflegeeinrichtungen geeignet ist. Es sollte geprüft werden, ob die Reinigung mit geringem
Aufwand erfolgen kann und eine Weiterverbreitung von nosokomialen Infektionserregern
vermieden wird.

GUTACHTEN
Testobjekte
• WC CW762Y der Serie NC mit Sitz VC100
• CW132Y der Serie CF mit Sitz VC130
• Handelsübliches WC mit Spülrand

1. Reinigungsgrad nach Spülung
Die Testanschmutzung (Grießbrei) mit den unten genannten Keimen wurde mit einem
Tupfer an 7 verschiedenen Prüfstellen des Innenbereichs der WC-Becken aufgetragen.
Als Testkeime wurden 4 der wichtigsten nosokomialen Infektionserreger eingesetzt:
•
•
•
•

Escherichia coli K12 NCTC 10538
Enterococcus faecium ATCC 6057
Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 15442
Acinetobacter baumanii

Prof. Dr. Klaus-Dieter Zastrow
Arzt für Hygiene und Umweltmedizin
Eine optische Prüfung auf Restverschmutzung erfolgte nach
• sofortiger einmaliger Spülung
• einmaliger Spülung nach 1h Antrocknungszeit
• ein bis viermaliger Spülung nach 2h Antrocknungszeit

Ergebnisse beim WC CW762Y mit WC-Sitz VC100
•
•
•
•

Nach sofortiger einmaliger Spülung:
keine Verschmutzung sichtbar an den Prüfstellen 1 - 7
Nach 1h Antrockenzeit und einmaliger Spülung:
keine Verschmutzung sichtbar an den Prüfstellen 1 - 7
Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit der Prüfanschmutzung und einmaliger Spülung :
leichte Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7
Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit und zweimaliger Spülung :
keine Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7

WWW .DRZASTROW .DE
E-MAIL.:HYGIENE@DRZASTROW .DE
TELEFON: 0177/4113856 UND 030/130131200 • FAX: 030/36509804
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Hygiene certificate p. 46, Hygiene report p. 49
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 OTO TOILETS, BIDETS
T
AND URINAL
WALLHUNG TOILETS
Planning data p. 124

MH WALLHUNG TOILET
WALLHUNG BIDETS
Planning data p. 127

MH WALLHUNG BIDET
URINAL
Planning data p. 128

URINAL

WASHBASINS
URINAL

BIDETS

Planning data p. 124

TOILETS

FLOORSTANDING TOILETS

NC FLOORSTANDING TOILET
FLOORSTANDING BIDETS

NC FLOORSTANDING BIDET
BACK-TO-WALL TOILETS

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

Planning data p. 125

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

Planning data p. 127

MH BACK-TO-WALL
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TOILETS

Every toilet that TOTO manufactures
meets our high standards for technology and hygiene. They are all certified in
line with the German Hygiene Certificate and feature the special CeFiONtect
Benefits p. 46

ACCESSIBLE TOILET

glaze. Our toilets have easy-to-clean
rimless bowls and also come equipped
with the water-saving and hygienic
Tornado Flush.

The accessible toilet meets the same
hygiene standards as all other TOTO
toilets. It features the powerful Tornado
Flush, which thoroughly cleans the entire toilet bowl. The extremely smooth
CeFiONtect glaze and rimless bowl
make the toilet easier to keep clean.

Technologies p. 56
Planning data p. 124
WASHLETS p. 59

Planning data p. 127

WASHBASINS
TOILETS
BIDETS

MH FLOORSTANDING TOILET

ES WALLHUNG TOILET

CF WALLHUNG TOILET

CF WC WALLHUNG, BARRIER FREE

NC WALLHUNG TOILET

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

MH TOILET BACK-TO-WALL
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OUR BENEFITS
Hygiene
Certificate

Documented and certified hygiene

Every TOTO toilet is certified in line
with the German Hygiene Certificate.
This means that each toilet meets especially high standards of hygiene.
 OTO has always worked to achieve
T
the highest standards in technology
and hygiene, which is why these features are standard in every toilet.

Tornado Flush
Effectively and quietly cleans the
entire inside of the toilet bowl with
a triple-jet flush.

Rimless design
Rimless toilet bowl keeps bacteria
and dirt from accumulating in hardto-reach places and allows for easy
disinfection.

CeFiONtect
Special hygienic glaze for a smooth
ceramic surface that prevents dirt and
bacteria from building up; suitable for
microfibre cloth.

Removable toilet seat
For easy and thorough cleaning.

WASHLETS

Reduction of bacteria on the surface of a conventional
toilet and a TOTO toilet following a flush *

TOILETS

WASHBASINS

The special CeFiONtect glaze makes
the surface of the TOTO toilet so
smooth that bacteria have a difficult
time accumulating. As such, the
ceramic stays far more hygienic and
clean over time.

BIDETS

Clinical studies have shown that
the concentration of E. coli bacteria
in T
 OTO toilets following a flush is
around 50 % lower than in conventional
toilets. The reason is the combination of the rimless design, effective
Tornado Flush and special CeFiONtect
glaze makes it so difficult for bacteria
to accumulate on the ceramic surface
that the difference can be clearly
measured.

URINAL

Considerably less bacteria

100 %
90 %
80 %

LUMINIST

70 %
60 %
50 %
40 %

20 %
Experiment set-up: The insides of both toilet

0%

bowls were sprayed with E. coli bacteria.
The results of the samples taken from five difAREA 1

AREA 2

AREA 3

AREA 4

AREA 5

* at a bacterial concentration of 103 E. coli bacteria  /  ml

ferent points inside the toilet were as follows:
Residual bacterial contamination
of TOTO toilet
Residual bacterial contamination
of conventional toilet

PLANNING DATA

10 %

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

30 %

REFERENCES

Clinical
measurement
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OUR BENEFITS
Thorough
cleaning

Rimless bowl.
Unlimited hygiene.

 OTO’s rimless toilet bowls mean imT
proved hygiene and less work involved
for cleaning. Without the difficult-toreach areas below the rim, it is possible
to remove practically all bacteria from
the bowl – even without a brush. The
special CeFiONtect glaze also turns
what was once an unpleasant and
difficult cleaning job to new levels of
hygiene in the bathroom.

Conventional toilet rim

Efficient
flush

Effective two- or three-jet flush

Conventional toilet flush

TOTO rimless design

The highly effective two- or three-jet
flush cleans the toilet very thoroughly,
reducing the concentration of bacteria
far better than conventional flushes.
Tornado Flush cleans the entire surface
of the toilet bowl and is a standard
feature in all TOTO toilets.

TOTO Tornado Flush

WASHBASINS
–4–

Optisept®
Optisal® N
Biguanid Fläche N
Milizid

0,5%
0,5%
0,5%
Konzentrat

–3–

nein
nein
nein
nein

Nein
Nein
Nein
Nein

Wirkstoff
Ergebnis
An allen Stellen, die benetzt wurden, ließen sich die aufgetragenen Erreger nachweisen.
Zwischen den Keramik-Oberflächen
der TOTO-WC und der
Oberfläche des herkömmlichen
Incidin® Perfekt Glyoxal,
Formaldehyd,
Glutaral,
WC mit Spülrand ließ sich kein signifikanter
Unterschied an Wachstum
von KBE auf den
Benzalkoniumchlorid,
Polyhexametyhlenbiguanid
RODAC-Blut-Agarplatten, weder
1Stunde noch nach 2 Stunden Einwirkzeit
– 2 – nach
Incidin® Rapid
Glutaraldehyd,
Benzalkoniumchlorid,
nachweisen.
Didecyldimethylammoniumchlorid
Die oben genannten Testkeime konnten an allen
Prüfstellen mit Restverschmutzung
Incidin®
Plus
Glucoprotamin
nachgewiesen 3.
werden.
An Prüfstellen
ohne Restverschmutzung
konnten keine
Testkeime
An welchen
Kontaktstellen
lassen
sich die eingesetzten
Testkeime
nach dem
Incidin®
Active
Peressigsäure
nachgewiesen werden.
Spülvorgang
nachweisen?
Optisept®

Methanal,
Ethandial,
Glutaraldehyd,
Ergebnis beim WC
mit WC-Sitz
DieCW132Y
Testorganismen
ließenVC130
sich an
der Unterseite der WC-Sitze beider getesteten TOTODidecyldimethylammoniumchlorid
P R O F . D R . M E D . K L A WCs
U S - D
I E in
T E
R Umgebung
Z A S T R O nicht
W
und
der
nachweisen.
Optisal®
N
N-(3-aminopropyl)-N-dodecylpropan-1,3-diamin
A R Z T F Ü R H•Y GNach
I E N sofortiger
E UDie
N DTestorganismen
U M W E L TSpülung:
M E D
I Z I Nsich an der Unterseite der WC-Sitze der herkömmlichen
ließen
einmaliger
Biguanid Fläche Benzylalkyldimethylammoniumchlorid
W E I N H O L D W E Gkeine
5
WCs mit Spülrand
in der
Umgebung
Verschmutzung
sichtbar und
an den
Prüfstellen
1 - 7 nachweisen
1 4 0 8 9 B E R L •I N Nach 1h AntrockenzeitNund einmaliger Spülung:
Alkohol
60%
Ethanol
4. Lassen sichsichtbar
die Testkeime
nach
dem1Spülvorgang
in der Umgebung der WCs
keine Verschmutzung
an
den Prüfstellen
- 7 Februar 2014
23.
Milizid
nichtionische
TensideSpülung :
nachweisen?
• Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit
der Prüfanschmutzung
und einmaliger

Aldehydfrei
Nein
Nein
Ja
Ja
Nein

TOTO commissioned a comparative
study * of a conventional toilet and
the TOTO toilets with Tornado Flush.
The results showed that the TOTO
toilet is especially suitable for use in
hygiene-critical areas, such as hospitals, care facilities and heavily used
toilets. Another finding showed that
the Tornado Flush on the rimless
TOTO toilet eliminated all waste and
organisms from the surface with the
very first flush.

TOILETS

Setting new standards in hygiene

BIDETS

Hygiene
report

Ja
Ja
Ja
Ja

leichte Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7
Herkömmliches
WC zweimaliger Spülung
6. Reinigungsaufwand
mit: Reinigungsmittel / Desinfektionsmittel
• Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit
und
Am herkömmlichen
Boden unter
dem
herkömmlichen
auf den
seitlichen der Fa. TOTO und
keine Restverschmutzung
an
den
Prüfstellen
1 –WC
7 sowie
Vergleichende Untersuchung
von
WCs
mit spülrandlosen
Es sollte
zusätzlich
bewertet
werden,
ob nahegelegenen
sich Keramikoberflächen
Flächen ließen
sich
die
Mikroorganismen
nachweisen.
Leichte
Sprühnebel
WCs der Firma TOTO. Typ CW762Y
der die
Serie
NC eingesetzten
mit WC-Sitz
VC100 und WC
Typ
Oberfläche
der handelsüblichen
WCs
schnell und
einfach
mit Desinfektionswaren
sichtbar.
Die obenVC130
genannten
Testkeime
konnten
an aus
allen
Prüfstellen
mit Restverschmutzung
CW132Y mit WC-Sitz
der
Serie
CF.
(Kombination
randloser
reinigern
aus der
Liste
des
VAHWC-Keramik
reinigen
lassen.
nachgewiesen werden.
An Prüfstellen
ohne Restverschmutzung
konnten keine Testkeime
und Tornado-Flush-Spülung)
unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung
der Keimverbreitung
WC der Firma TOTO CW762Y mit WC-Sitz VC100
nachgewiesen werden.
Ergebnis:
Außerhalb des
TOTO-WC ließen sich die Testorganismen nicht nachweisen.
Da
nach
einer
Antrockenzeit
von nicht
einerzu
Stunde
Sprühtröpfchen
waren
außerhalb
des
TOTO-WC
finden.und einmaliger Spülung an allen
Ergebnis beim handelsüblichen WC mit Spülrand
Prüfstellen keine Verschmutzung mehr sichtbar war, ließ sich die Oberfläche sehr
Aufgabenstellung
leicht
und
mit
geringem
Zeitaufwand
reinigen
und
desinfizieren.
Ergebnis
beim
WC
CW132Y
der
Serie
CF
mit
WC-Sitz
VC130
•
Nach
sofortiger
einmaliger
Spülung:
Es sollte geprüft werden, ob das TOTO-WC durch seine Konstruktion und Beschaffenheit
Außerhalb
des TOTO-WC
ließen
Testorganismenund
nicht nachweisen.
leichte
Restverschmutzung
sichtbar
an
drei sich
Prüfstellen
besonders gut für den
Einsatz
in hygienesensiblen
Bereichen
wie die
Krankenhäusern
Zusammenfassendes
Ergebnis
Sprühtröpfchen
außerhalb
des
TOTO-WC
zu finden.
• geeignet
Nach 1hist.
Antrockenzeit
undwaren
einmaliger
Spülung:
Pflegeeinrichtungen
Es sollte geprüft
werden,
ob die
Reinigung
mitnicht
geringem

GUTACHTEN

Die Keramikoberflächen der Fa. TOTO ließen sich schnell, einfach und ohne

leichte
sichtbar
den Prüfstellen
1-6
Aufwand erfolgen kann
und Restverschmutzung
eine Weiterverbreitung
von an
nosokomialen
Infektionserregern
Anstrengung
rückstandsfrei
reinigen.
Verträglichkeit
von
Reinigungsund
vermieden wird. • Nach 2h5.Antrocknungszeit
der
Prüfanschmutzung
undDesinfektionsmitteln
einmaligerSämtliche
Spülung : Verschmutzungen ließen sich leicht
die
ist daher
ein sehr geringer Zeitaufwand erforderlich.
Die Konzentration,
alsFür
auch
als Scheuer-Wisch-Desinfektion,
Restverschmutzung
anentfernen.
den Prüfstellen
1 die
– Reinigung
7 Applikation
unmittelbaren
Umgebung
der „Anforderungen
TOTO-WC ließen
Sprühnebel noch
entsprechenIn der
Anlage
der Richtlinie
ansich
die weder
Hygiene
Testobjekte
• Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit
und
zweimaliger
Spülung
:des RKI
die ausgebrachten
Testkeime
nachweisen.
beimit
der
Reinigung
leichte
an und
den Desinfektion
Prüfstellen
1 –von
7 Flächen“
• WC CW762Y der
SerieRestverschmutzung
NC
Sitz
VC100
Weiterverbreitung
von gram-negativen
Erregern (Darmkeime) ist bei der Nutzung
• Serie
NachCF
2hmit
Antrocknungszeit
dreimaliger Spülung
:
• CW132Y der
Sitz VC130Die und
derdie
spülrandlosen
WCs
Tornado-Flush-Spülung
(Spülung
leichte
Restverschmutzung
anDesinfektionsvorgänge
der Prüfstelle
1 -- mit
7 der TOTO-Technologie
Hinterlassen
sichtbare Veränderungen
oder
• Handelsübliches
WC mit
Spülrand
ausgeschlossen.
Wasser)
• Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit
und viermaliger
Spülungnahezu
:
Schäden? mit kreiselndem
ohneSpülung
Restverschmutzung
Prüfstellen
1-7
1. Reinigungsgrad nach
Unter
Berücksichtigung
der besonderen zukünftigen Problematik von MRGN erfüllen
Die Testanschmutzung (Grießbrei)
mit den
unten
genannten
Keimen
wurde
mit einem
die spülrandlosen
WCsder
derKeramikoberflächen
Firma
TOTO CW762Y
und
die Anforderungen der
Getestet
wurde
die
Verträglichkeit
der
Fa.CW132Y
TOTO und
Die
oben
genannten
Testkeime
konnten
an
allen
Prüfstellen
mit
Restverschmutzung
Tupfer an 7 verschiedenen Prüfstellen
des Innenbereichs
der WC-Becken
aufgetragen.
Krankenhaushygiene
undWC`s
Infektionsprävention
in vollem Umfang und sind dem
die Oberflächen
der handelsüblichen
gegenüber Flächenwerden.
An nosokomialen
Prüfstellen
ohne
Restverschmutzung
konnten
keine
Testkeime
Als Testkeimenachgewiesen
wurden 4 der wichtigsten
Infektionserreger
eingesetzt:
herkömmlichen
WC mit Hersteller
üblichem
Spülrand
und
Spülung
desinfektionsmitteln
verschiedener
aus der
Liste
des VAH.überlegen.
nachgewiesen werden.
• Escherichia coli K12 NCTC 10538 Das TOTO-WC ist damit ein wertvoller Baustein im Barrieresystem zur Vermeidung
Ergebnis
2. Antibakterielle
Wirksamkeit
der Keramikoberflächen
• Enterococcus
faecium ATCC
6057 der
Weiterverbreitung
nosokomialer
Infektionserreger.
DieKeramikoberflächen
Keramikoberfläche
des WC
CW762Y
der Serie
NC sowie des WC CW132Y der
Auf die aeruginosa
trockenen
wurden
Keimsuspensionen
mit nachstehenden
• Pseudomonas
ATCC 15442
Serie CF und die Oberfläche der handelsüblichen WCs zeigten keine Verfärbung
Testkeimen
aufgetragen.
• Acinetobacter
baumanii

URINAL

Prof. Dr. Klaus-Dieter Zastrow
Arzt für Hygiene und Umweltmedizin

oder Oberflächenveränderungen durch die eingesetzten Desinfektionslösungen.

Prof.erfolgte
Dr. med.
Klaus-Dieter
• Escherichia
coli K12 NCTC
10538
=
2,1 xZastrow
10
Eine optische Prüfung
auf Restverschmutzung
nach
für6057
Hygiene
und
Flächendesinfektionsmittel
Konzentration
• einmaliger
Enterococcus
faecium Arzt
ATCC
= Umweltmedizin
2,8 x 103Oberflächenveränderungen
• sofortiger
Spülung
• Spülung
Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
ATCC 15442 =
4,7 x 103Verfärbung Beschädigung
• einmaliger
nach 1h
Antrocknungszeit
• Acinetobacter
baumanii
=
2,6 x 10³ Nein
• ein bis viermaliger
Spülung
nach
2h Antrocknungszeit
Incidin®
Perfekt
0,5%
Nein
3

Incidin® Rapid

0,5%

nein

Nein

Nach
einer
Einwirkzeit
von 1 Std.
und 2 Std. wurden die benetzten Stellen mittels RODACErgebnisse beim
WC
CW762Y
mit WC-Sitz
Incidin®
Plus VC100
0,5%
nein
Nein
Blut - Agarplatten abgeklatscht. Die Bebrütung erfolgte bei 37°C für 48 h.
Incidin® Active
0,5%
nein
Nein
• Nach sofortiger einmaliger Spülung:
• sichtbar
Ist eine Keimreduktion
nach1 1h
keine Verschmutzung
an den Prüfstellen
- 7erfolgt?
• Istund
eine
Keimreduktion
nach 2h erfolgt?
• Nach 1h Antrockenzeit
einmaliger
Spülung:
keine Verschmutzung sichtbar an den Prüfstellen 1 - 7
• Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit der Prüfanschmutzung und einmaliger Spülung :
leichte Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7
• Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit und zweimaliger Spülung :
keine Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7

WWW .DRZASTROW .DE

Februar 2014

E-MAIL.:HYGIENE@DRZASTROW .DE
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WASHLETS

Complete report

No spray droplets or test germs were
detected in the direct surroundings of
the TOTO toilets.

The TOTO toilet is a valuable component in a barrier system to prevent the
spread of nosocomial pathogens.

As such, using a rimless toilet equipped
with the TOTO Tornado Flush (with
circling water) essentially rules out
the spread of gram-negative bacteria
(intestinal germs).

The study was conducted by Prof. Dr.
med. Klaus- Dieter Zastrow, doctor for
hygiene and environmental medicine

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

When considering the special issues
with MRGN, the technology in the
TOTO rimless CW762Y and CW132Y
toilets completely meets the standards
of hospital hygiene and infection prevention, and is superior to the conventional toilet with rim and flush.

PLANNING DATA

Test objects
•N
 C series CW762Y toilet with
VC100R seat
•C
 F CW132Y toilet with VC130 seat
•C
 onventional toilet with a rim

Summary of results
It was possible to thoroughly clean
the ceramic surface and eliminate all
soiled areas on the TOTO toilet quickly,
easily and without great effort. For this
reason, only very little time is needed
for cleaning.

REFERENCES

Task
The task involves checking whether
the TOTO toilet is especially suitable
for areas in which hygiene is especially
important, such as hospitals and health
care facilities, due to its construction
and features. The trial will see whether
it is possible to clean the toilet with little effort, and if it prevents the spread
of nosocomial pathogens.

LUMINIST

* Report summary
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OUR BENEFITS
Upgrades

A WASHLET upgrade is always
possible

The NC, MH, ES and CF toilets can be
upgraded to a WASHLET. This allows
customers to benefit from the advantages of T
 OTO’s certified hygiene and
legendary comfort features. It is necessary to ensure that there are additional
water and power connections which
are available prior to installation.

Comfort

Soft-closing seat

Our effective soft-closing seat lowers
slowly and silently with a soft tap.
The benefit: Minimising the points
of contact in the bathroom makes it
more hygienic and comfortable to use.

WASHBASINS

679 mm

TOILETS
BIDETS

223 mm
290 mm

290 mm

210 mm

223 mm

NC 380 mm

290 mm

220 mm

MH 392 mm

530 mm

SG 396 mm

575 mm

NEOREST 423 mm

 OTO toilet seats are generally wider
T
than standard seats for greater comfort.

URINAL

Comfortable seat widths

526 mm

Seat width

FAUCETS / SHOWERS
PLANNING DATA

 OTO toilets comply with all convenT
tional standards and can be mounted
on all conventional tanks.

REFERENCES

Easy to work with –
not just to use

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

275 mm

Assembly
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OUR BENEFITS
Sound level

Quieter than conventional toilets

Comparative studies show that TOTO
toilets with Tornado Flush are far
quieter than conventional toilets. While
the Tornado Flush reached a volume
of 69 dB, a comparable product was
measured at 70 dB – a 41% louder
noise level. Low volume is measured
at 60 dB.

TOTO NC
Above 60 dB: 2.5 seconds
Peak: 69 dB

dB

Comparable toilet
Above 60 dB: 3.0 seconds
Peak: 70 dB

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Dual Flush

0

1

2

3

4

5

Water-saving comfort

6

7

8

9

10 sec

Our Dual Flush technology allows you
to choose from 3 l and 6 l, or 3 l and
4.5 l flushes. You can still enjoy the
other comforts of TOTO while conserving resources.

WASHBASINS

Each TOTO toilet in the MH collection
has a hidden installation option. The
toilet seat holes make it possible to
mount the toilet on the wall without
any visible hardware. The result is a
streamlined look without any corners
or edges that is also easy to clean.

Easily
removable
toilet seat

For simple handling and cleaning

 OTO toilet seats have been develT
oped to make it especially easy to thoroughly clean the toilet. The seat can
be quickly removed by hand to allow
for intensive cleaning at every point.

TOILETS

Flawless design – even in installation

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

Hidden
installation
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HOW QUALITY
PAYS OFF – EVERY DAY.
An investment in TOTO toilets pays
off in a very short time. Thanks to their
outstanding quality and high standards
of hygiene, TOTO toilets can reduce
cleaning and maintenance costs by up
to 30 % over one year.

Economical thanks to
lower cleaning costs

€
CLEANING STAFF

€ 20.00 / h

REDUCED CLEANING TIME /

REDUCED CLEANING COSTS /

TOILET

TOILET

30 sec / Toilet

€ 0.17 / Toilet

CLEANINGS PER TOILET / DAY

3 (depending on the type of building,
average value)

Economical thanks to
lower water consumption

6L

USES PER DAY

FLUSH

TOILETS WITHOUT TORNADO
FLUSH (2 FLUSHES, 3 AND
6 L FLUSH OPTIONS)

10 ×

10 × 6 l

TOILET WITH TORNADO FLUSH,
3 AND 6 L FLUSH OPTIONS *

10 ×

10 × 6 l *

* 	One flush is often enough to thoroughly clean a very dirty toilet, while conventional toilets were first
flushed with 6 l and then rinsed with 3 l after being scrubbed with a brush.
** 	According to the Federal Statistics Office, the average price of water is € 1.65, and the average price
of wastewater is € 2.36 per m 3.

3L

1

WATER/DAY

10 × 3 l

90 l

60 l

WASHBASINS
TOILETS
BIDETS
URINAL
INSTALLED TOILETS

50 TOTO toilets with Tornado Flush,

REDUCED CLEANING TIME / DAY

75 min / day

1

€

365

REDUCED CLEANING

REDUCED CLEANING

COSTS / DAY

COSTS / YEAR

€ 25.00 / day

€ 9,125.00 / year

WASHLETS

€

PRICE / M3 **

365

WATER COSTS

1

€

365

WATER CONSUMPTION PER

SAVINGS

DAY / YEAR
50

50 TOTO toilets with Tornado Flush,
CeFiONtect glaze and rimless bowl

€ 4.01

€ 4.01

€ 18.05 / day

4,500 l / year

€ 6,588.25  /year

1,642,500 l / year

€ 12.03 / day

3,000 l / year

€ 2,197.30 / year for just 10 uses

€ 4,390.95 /year

1,095,000 l / year

per day and 50 toilets

PLANNING DATA

INSTALLED TOILETS

1

REFERENCES

€

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

CeFiONtect glaze and rimless bowl
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
Tornado
Flush

Highly effective two- or three-jet
toilet flush

Every TOTO toilet features the twoor three-jet Tornado Flush to ensure
superior hygiene and minimise the
use of toilet cleaners.

BENEFITS
- Almost silent
- Inspired by nature
- Effectively cleans the entire
toilet bowl
- Reduces water consumption
- Minimises the amount of toilet
cleaner required

This is achieved by using water in a
whole new way. Rather than flushing
water straight down into the bowl, two
or three high-pressure water jets create a whirlpool, much like a tornado,
removing all traces of dirt and grime.
This function not only ensures maximum hygiene, but is also exceptionally
quiet and saves water, as one flush is
often enough.

CeFiONtect

Special hygienic glaze for a smooth
ceramic surface

BENEFITS
- Easier to clean
- Dirt-resistant, minimises the amount
of toilet cleaner required
- Suitable for microfibre cloth

Our special CeFiONtect glaze is applied to all TOTO ceramics. It ensures
a long-lasting shine, and, most importantly, exceptional hygiene. Thanks
to the special glaze, dirt and bacteria
can no longer build up in the invisible
ridges in the ceramic surface. The
special glaze is applied to the surface
before the firing process and is extremely hard-wearing, thus ensuring
natural long-lasting surface protection
and cleanliness.

WASHBASINS

Rimless ceramic toilet bowls

BENEFITS
- Easier to clean
- Minimises the need
for toilet cleaner

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

 OTO toilet bowls’ rimless design
T
helps ensure that dirt and bacteria
aren’t able to collect in the first place.
It also facilitates cleaning by ensuring
that all areas of the bowl are easily
accessible and minimises the need
for toilet cleaner – making cleaning easier for you and kinder to the
environment.

TOILETS

Rimless
design

The resource-saving technologies integrated in T
 OTO toilets make saving
water no longer an issue.
Thanks to the dirt-resistant glaze and
efficient Tornado Flush, small amounts
of water are enough to achieve the
same level of cleanliness.

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

- Well-being with a clear conscience
- Technologies in line with the latest
building requirements and standards

LUMINIST

BENEFITS

PLANNING DATA

A flush that conserves resources

REFERENCES

Watersaving
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COMFORT
AND HIGH-TECH
COMBINED.
WASHLETS.

With TOTO technologies, you always have products that are truly state of
the art – in terms of design, comfort, hygiene and sustainability. Each of our
WASHLETs feature the following T
 OTO technologies:

Planning data starting on p. 129

 OTO Europe GmbH toilets featuring Tornado Flush technology, CeFiONtect
T
glaze and rimless ceramic bowls are certified in line with the German Hygiene
Certificate.

P R O F .

D R .

M E D .

K L A U S - D I E T E R

A R Z T F Ü R H Y G I E N E
W E I N H O L D W E G 5
1 4 0 8 9 B E R L I N

U N D

Z A S T R O W

U M W E L T M E D I Z I N

23. Februar 2014

Vergleichende Untersuchung von herkömmlichen WCs mit spülrandlosen
WCs der Firma TOTO. Typ CW762Y der Serie NC mit WC-Sitz VC100 und WC Typ
CW132Y mit WC-Sitz VC130 der Serie CF. (Kombination aus randloser WC-Keramik
und Tornado-Flush-Spülung) unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Keimverbreitung

Aufgabenstellung
Es sollte geprüft werden, ob das TOTO-WC durch seine Konstruktion und Beschaffenheit
besonders gut für den Einsatz in hygienesensiblen Bereichen wie Krankenhäusern und
Pflegeeinrichtungen geeignet ist. Es sollte geprüft werden, ob die Reinigung mit geringem
Aufwand erfolgen kann und eine Weiterverbreitung von nosokomialen Infektionserregern
vermieden wird.

GUTACHTEN
Testobjekte
• WC CW762Y der Serie NC mit Sitz VC100
• CW132Y der Serie CF mit Sitz VC130
• Handelsübliches WC mit Spülrand

1. Reinigungsgrad nach Spülung
Die Testanschmutzung (Grießbrei) mit den unten genannten Keimen wurde mit einem
Tupfer an 7 verschiedenen Prüfstellen des Innenbereichs der WC-Becken aufgetragen.
Als Testkeime wurden 4 der wichtigsten nosokomialen Infektionserreger eingesetzt:
•
•
•
•

Escherichia coli K12 NCTC 10538
Enterococcus faecium ATCC 6057
Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 15442
Acinetobacter baumanii

Prof. Dr. Klaus-Dieter Zastrow
Arzt für Hygiene und Umweltmedizin
Eine optische Prüfung auf Restverschmutzung erfolgte nach
• sofortiger einmaliger Spülung
• einmaliger Spülung nach 1h Antrocknungszeit
• ein bis viermaliger Spülung nach 2h Antrocknungszeit

Ergebnisse beim WC CW762Y mit WC-Sitz VC100
•
•
•
•

Nach sofortiger einmaliger Spülung:
keine Verschmutzung sichtbar an den Prüfstellen 1 - 7
Nach 1h Antrockenzeit und einmaliger Spülung:
keine Verschmutzung sichtbar an den Prüfstellen 1 - 7
Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit der Prüfanschmutzung und einmaliger Spülung :
leichte Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7
Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit und zweimaliger Spülung :
keine Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7

WWW .DRZASTROW .DE
E-MAIL.:HYGIENE@DRZASTROW .DE
TELEFON: 0177/4113856 UND 030/130131200 • FAX: 030/36509804

Februar 2014

Hygiene certificate p. 72, Hygiene report p. 73
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WASHBASINS

The latest generation of WASHLETs is
self-cleaning, and actively fights waste
and bacteria.
Nearly all TOTO WASHLETs come
equipped with the PreMist function,
which sprays the toilet bowl with
water before use, making it more difficult for dirt and waste to accumulate.
Benefits p. 66
Technologies p. 74
Planning data p. 129

BIDETS
URINAL
WASHLETS
LUMINIST

But TOTO WASHLETs have even more
features. Depending on the model, the
seat can be heated to keep it warm and
comfy, sensors can relieve you of the
need to use your hands for things such
as opening and closing the lid, a deodoriser can absorb unpleasant odours,
and a dryer function can greatly reduce
the need for toilet paper.

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

The core feature of every WASHLET
is an innovative integrated wand which
uses warm water to provide personal
cleansing, providing hitherto unparalleled levels of hygiene. The temperature, position and pressure of the water
jet can be individually customised
according to your personal preferences
and requirements. The wand then
cleans itself after every use.

PLANNING DATA

In order to ensure that they bring the
very highest levels of comfort and
convenience to the bathroom, TOTO
WASHLETs feature a range of inno
vative technologies.

REFERENCES

Every WASHLET is an embodiment
of TOTO’s core philosophy of perfectly
combining design and function.

TOILETS

WASHLET TECHNOLOGY
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NEXT GENERATION WASHLETS

The new Actilight (NEOREST AC) and
ewater+ (NEOREST EW) WASHLET
technologies are setting new standards
in hygiene.
The new ewater+ technology supports
the active decomposition of bacteria
on the ceramic surface.

TOILET BOWL SPRAYED WITH EWATER+

The WASHLET sprays the toilet bowl
with electrolysed water. This antibacterial water prevents waste from
accumulating.
This technology is now available in
all NEOREST and SG WASHLETs.
People with higher standards can take
one step further with the NEOREST
AC. It looks the same, but the ceramic
features the proven zirconium coating
with its outstanding hydrophilic properties. It combines with the water film to
easily wash the waste away. The UV
light integrated in the lid is activated
once the lid is closed.
Combined with the special z irconium
coating, the light triggers a decomposition process to eliminate the waste and
bacteria. The result is a hygienic and
clean toilet that no longer requires a
toilet brush.
Benefits p. 66
Technologies p. 74

NEOREST EW TOILET BOWL WITH CEFIONTECT GLAZE

NEOREST AC TOILET BOWL WITH ZIRCONIUM COATING

Planning data p. 129

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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HOW QUALITY
PAYS OFF – EVERY DAY.
NEOREST AC

This WASHLET is completely selfcleaning. The toilet bowl features a
special zirconium coating. It works with
the UV light integrated in the toilet seat
lid to trigger a photocatalytic process
that breaks down all organic substances. This actively prevents waste,
bacteria and mould from accumulating.
This coated surface has outstanding
hydrophilic properties to help waste
wash away more easily. The result is
a consistently clean toilet.

FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT WASHLETS

The WASHLET also has a sensoractivated lid which opens and closes
by itself, an automatic flush and an
adjustable dryer. The heated seat and
deodoriser ensure that your visit to the
bathroom is more pleasant. The wand
for personal cleansing is, of course, individually adjustable. All the functions,
including the water jet temperature,
pressure and position, can be conveniently adjusted using the remote control.
Unlimited warm water is available for
intimate cleansing.

Benefits p. 66
Technologies p. 74
Planning data p. 129

WASHBASINS
TOILETS

GIOVANNONI WASHLET

The NEOREST with antibacterial
ewater+ technology is also self-cleaning. When the sensor-activated toilet
seat lid starts to rise before use, the
WASHLET sprays the toilet bowl with
a fine mist of water. The wet ceramic
keeps dirt from sticking as well as
it would to a dry surface. Once the
toilet is flushed, the WASHLET sprays
the bowl with electrolysed water, or
ewater+. This antibacterial water
cleans the toilet. A continuous-flow
water heater means unlimited warm
water for intimate cleansing.

The SG WASHLET offers all the standard features available in all other TOTO
WASHLETs.

This WASHLET is the result of international cooperation between T
 OTO
and the Italian star designer Stefano
Giovannoni. This product represents
the unique combination of functional
technology and exclusive Italian design.
This WASHLET offers all functions that
set TOTO WASHLETs apart from the
rest – cleverly hidden in the design.
Hygiene and comfort are part of every
bathroom experience with the selfcleaning wand jet, warm water spray,
heated seat, air cleaning system, and
remote control. The rimless design,
Tornado Flush and special CeFiONtect
glaze complete the WASHLET and
make it a truly coveted bathroom design object – both inside and out.

In addition to the characteristic warm
water spray, the WASHLET has a heated
seat, an odour-absorbing deodoriser,
dryer, and the ewater+ function. The
WASHLET sprays the toilet bowl
with electrolysed water. This antibacterial water prevents waste from
accumulating.

WASHLET GL 2.0

WASHLET EK 2.0

WASHLET CF

The GL 2.0 WASHLET can be combined
with the TOTO NC and MH toilets.
It features all TOTO comfort technologies, including the adjustable warm
water spray, temperature control, dif
ferent types of sprays, a heated seat,
a deodorizer, and drying function.
The toilet bowl is sprayed with water
before use, which makes it more difficult for dirt and waste to accumulate.

The EK 2.0 WASHLET is the starter
WASHLET model. It is compatible with
the NC and MH series toilets and offers
the proven WASHLET technologies
found in the GL 2.0 WASHLET. The
difference – users activate all functions
using the side control panel instead of
a remote control.

The CF WASHLET fits on the CF series
toilets, as well as most other conventional toilet bowls.

This model also has a dryer and automatically switches to energy-saving
mode when not in use for extended
periods of time.

PLANNING DATA
REFERENCES

It is easy to activate all functions by
remote control, including the type and
temperature of the warm water spray
for intimate cleansing.

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

This model looks the same as the
NEOREST AC and has the same
functions with the exception of the
Actilight technology.

Instead of being stored in an additional
tank, the water for the SG WASHLET
warm water spray is heated by a continuous-flow water heater. This means
unlimited warm water for intimate
cleansing.

BIDETS

WASHLET SG

URINAL

NEOREST EW
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OUR BENEFITS
36,000,000
WASHLETs
sold

Over 33 years of WASHLET expertise

For over 35 years, T
 OTO has demonstrated its expertise in developing and
improving its WASHLETs. With over
36,000,000 WASHLETs sold worldwide, TOTO has the know-how that
goes far beyond simply developing
prototypes. T
 OTO is the market leader
in Japan for good reasons.

Units sold
in millions
35
30
25
20

1980
15

Of course, all of our WASHLETs meet
the same standards of hygiene as
our toilets. The hygienic features are
standard in all TOTO toilets as well
as integrated WASHLETs.

10
5
0
1980 1984 1988 1992 1996 2000 2004 2008 2012

Individually
adjustable

Warm water for every need.
With individually adjustable jets.

Over 35 years of experience, research
and development have gone into
tailoring the TOTO warm water spray
to the needs of every user. Our spray
provides consistently warm water for
the entire duration of use, up to two
minutes. Depending on the model,
it is possible to adjust the intensity,
position and temperature of the water
in up to five different levels. The user
can choose from up to three types of
sprays for intimate cleansing at the
front or rear, and can adjust the wand
jet to the right position. This means
warm water that lasts – at the right
spot. Our wand jets are self-cleaning
to guarantee the ultimate in hygiene.

2014

WASHBASINS

Consistently
warm water

A constant stream of warm water
thanks to the continuous-flow
water heater

Our NEOREST AC and EW WASHLETs
as well as the WASHLET SG feature
a continuous-flow water heater to
ensure consistently warm water, even
when used over a longer period of
time.

TOILETS

The jets need to be decalcified regularly, especially in areas with very hard
water. To make this process as easy
as possible, the jets in these TOTO
WASHLETS can be easily removed and
treated in vinegar water or a descaler.
TOTO delivers each WASHLET with
two replacement jets to ensure that
people can use the WASHLET while
the decalcifying process is ongoing.

BIDETS

Easy to maintain without the need
for repairs

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

Detachable
nozzle
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OUR BENEFITS
Wand jet
system

Material containing silicone,
antibacterial

The antibacterial TOTO WASHLET
wand jets are made of a material containing silicone. This feature makes
it possible for TOTO to keep its wand
jet system clean with water and no
additional chemicals. It also means
that no maintenance work is required.
The WASHLET self-cleaning chamber
does not need to be filled with cemical
substances on a regular basis.

43 – 53 °

Material containing silicone

Material without silicone

When the wand jet extends out from
the WASHLET, it is designed to point
diagonally towards the bottom of the
bowl. The water flows from the jet at
an angle of 43 – 53°. This keeps waste
particles from falling inside the jet.

Angle setting keeps wand
jet from getting dirty.

WASHBASINS
FAUCETS / SHOWERS

Additional water and electricity
connections are required to install a
WASHLET. Of course, these connections can also be placed in the covered
area behind the WASHLET.

PLANNING DATA

Hidden installation

REFERENCES

Assembly

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

All TOTO WASHLETs are intrinsically
safe. The NEOREST AC and EW as
well as the SG, GL 2.0, EK 2.0 and CF
WASHLETs have a family A, type D
backflow prevention device in line with
DIN EN 13079. The GIOVANNONI has
a family A, type B backflow prevention
device in line with DIN EN 13077. This
keeps non-potable water from flowing
back into drinking water systems without any additional installation required.

TOILETS

According to EN 1717, the water in
toilets is classified as hazard class 5.
EN 1717 describes the safeguards that
must be installed in order to protect the
quality of the drinking water. All TOTO
WASHLETs are inherently safe and
come equipped with a family A, type B
backflow prevention device in accordance with DIN EN 13077. This prevents
non-drinking water from flowing back
into drinking water systems and requires no additional installation.

BIDETS

Safety and comfort according to
the European standard

URINAL

EN 1717
standard
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OUR BENEFITS
PreMist

Mists the toilet bowl

The PreMist function ensures the greatest possible hygiene from the very first
moment. The toilet bowl is sprayed
with water prior to use. This film of
water over the CeFiONtect glaze helps
eliminate dirt and waste 80 % better
with each flush. The results: less cleaning required, fewer cleansers needed
and improved cleanliness.

Deodoriser

Especially effective filter system

The TOTO deodoriser has an ionised
carbon filter. This filter system binds
odour particles and destroys them
completely.

WASHBASINS

The ewater+ and Actilight technologies actively fight the dirt left behind
in toilet bowls and keep waste from
accumulating. The Actilight technology also makes cleaning with the toilet
brush practically unnecessary.

Main
tenance-free

No chemical additives

All TOTO WASHLETs are maintenance
free. This also applies for the ewater+
and Actilight WASHLETs.

TOILETS

Hygiene through innovative
technologies

FAUCETS / SHOWERS
PLANNING DATA
REFERENCES

The jets only use water to clean the toilet bowl, which means that no chemical
additives are required or need refilling. The same applies to the ewater+
WASHLET. The water is electrolysed
and does not require any additional
maintenance.

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

Self-
cleaning
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OUR BENEFITS
Hygiene
Certificate

Documented and certified hygiene

Every TOTO toilet is certified in line
with the German Hygiene Certificate.
Each WASHLET also meets especially
high standards of hygiene.
 OTO has always worked to achieve
T
the highest standards in technology
and hygiene, which is why these features are standard in every toilet and
WASHLET.

Tornado Flush
Effectively and quietly cleans the entire
inside of the toilet bowl with a triple-jet
flush.

German Hygiene Certificate
TOTO toilets featuring Tornado Flush
technology, CeFiONtect glaze and rimless ceramic bowls correspond to the
requirements of the German Hygiene
Certificate.

Quiet flush

Rimless design
Rimless toilet bowl keeps bacteria and
dirt from accumulating in hard-to-reach
places and allows for easy disinfection.

Quiet technology

Comparative studies show that TOTO
toilets with Tornado Flush are far
quieter than conventional toilets. While
the Tornado Flush reached a volume
of 68 dB, a comparable product was
measured at 70 dB – a 26 % louder
noise level. Low volume is measured
at 60 dB.

TOTO NEOREST

dB

Above 60 dB: 1.4 seconds

Comparable toilet

Peak:: 68 dB

Above 60 dB: 4.8 seconds
Peak: 70 dB
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CeFiONtect
Special hygienic glaze for a smooth
ceramic surface that prevents dirt and
bacteria from building up; suitable for
microfibre cloth.
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WASHBASINS
–4–

Optisept®
Optisal® N
Biguanid Fläche N
Milizid

0,5%
0,5%
0,5%
Konzentrat

–3–

nein
nein
nein
nein

Nein
Nein
Nein
Nein

Wirkstoff
Ergebnis
An allen Stellen, die benetzt wurden, ließen sich die aufgetragenen Erreger nachweisen.
Zwischen den Keramik-Oberflächen
der TOTO-WC und der
Oberfläche des herkömmlichen
Incidin® Perfekt Glyoxal,
Formaldehyd,
Glutaral,
WC mit Spülrand ließ sich kein signifikanter
Unterschied an Wachstum
von KBE auf den
Benzalkoniumchlorid,
Polyhexametyhlenbiguanid
RODAC-Blut-Agarplatten, weder
1Stunde noch nach 2 Stunden Einwirkzeit
– 2 – nach
Incidin® Rapid
Glutaraldehyd,
Benzalkoniumchlorid,
nachweisen.
Didecyldimethylammoniumchlorid
Die oben genannten Testkeime konnten an allen
Prüfstellen mit Restverschmutzung
Incidin®
Plus
Glucoprotamin
nachgewiesen 3.
werden.
An Prüfstellen
ohne Restverschmutzung
konnten keine
Testkeime
An welchen
Kontaktstellen
lassen
sich die eingesetzten
Testkeime
nach dem
Incidin®
Active
Peressigsäure
nachgewiesen werden.
Spülvorgang
nachweisen?
Optisept®

Methanal,
Ethandial,
Glutaraldehyd,
Ergebnis beim WC
mit WC-Sitz
DieCW132Y
Testorganismen
ließenVC130
sich an
der Unterseite der WC-Sitze beider getesteten TOTODidecyldimethylammoniumchlorid
P R O F . D R . M E D . K L A WCs
U S - D
I E in
T E
R Umgebung
Z A S T R O nicht
W
und
der
nachweisen.
Optisal®
N
N-(3-aminopropyl)-N-dodecylpropan-1,3-diamin
A R Z T F Ü R H•Y GNach
I E N sofortiger
E UDie
N DTestorganismen
U M W E L TSpülung:
M E D
I Z I Nsich an der Unterseite der WC-Sitze der herkömmlichen
ließen
einmaliger
Biguanid Fläche Benzylalkyldimethylammoniumchlorid
W E I N H O L D W E Gkeine
5
WCs mit Spülrand
in der
Umgebung
Verschmutzung
sichtbar und
an den
Prüfstellen
1 - 7 nachweisen
1 4 0 8 9 B E R L •I N Nach 1h AntrockenzeitNund einmaliger Spülung:
Alkohol
60%
Ethanol
4. Lassen sichsichtbar
die Testkeime
nach
dem1Spülvorgang
in der Umgebung der WCs
keine Verschmutzung
an
den Prüfstellen
- 7 Februar 2014
23.
Milizid
nichtionische
TensideSpülung :
nachweisen?
• Nach 2h Antrocknungszeit
der Prüfanschmutzung
und einmaliger

Aldehydfrei
Nein
Nein
Ja
Ja
Nein

TOTO commissioned a comparative
study * of a conventional toilet and
the TOTO toilets with Tornado Flush.
The results showed that the TOTO
toilet is especially suitable for use in
hygiene-critical areas, such as hospitals, care facilities and heavily used
toilets. Another finding showed that
the Tornado Flush on the rimless
TOTO toilet eliminated all waste and
organisms from the surface with the
very first flush.

TOILETS

Setting new standards in hygiene

BIDETS

Hygiene
report

Ja
Ja
Ja
Ja

leichte Restverschmutzung an den Prüfstellen 1 – 7
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GUTACHTEN
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WASHLETS

Complete report

No spray droplets or test germs were
detected in the direct surroundings of
the TOTO toilets.

The TOTO toilet is a valuable component in a barrier system to prevent the
spread of nosocomial pathogens.

As such, using a rimless toilet equipped
with the TOTO Tornado Flush (with
circling water) essentially rules out
the spread of gram-negative bacteria
(intestinal germs).

The study was conducted by Prof. Dr.
med. Klaus- Dieter Zastrow, doctor for
hygiene and environmental medicine

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

When considering the special issues
with MRGN, the technology in the
TOTO rimless CW762Y and CW132Y
toilets completely meets the standards
of hospital hygiene and infection prevention, and is superior to the conventional toilet with rim and flush.

PLANNING DATA

Test objects
•N
 C series CW762Y toilet with
VC100R seat
•C
 F CW132Y toilet with VC130 seat
•C
 onventional toilet with a rim

Summary of results
It was possible to thoroughly clean
the ceramic surface and eliminate all
soiled areas on the TOTO toilet quickly,
easily and without great effort. For this
reason, only very little time is needed
for cleaning.

REFERENCES

Task
The task involves checking whether
the TOTO toilet is especially suitable
for areas in which hygiene is especially
important, such as hospitals and health
care facilities, due to its construction
and features. The trial will see whether
it is possible to clean the toilet with little effort, and if it prevents the spread
of nosocomial pathogens.

LUMINIST

* Report summary
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
Warm
water
nozzle

Adjustable wand system
with self-cleaning function

The wand system is a technology that
utilises water to provide personal
cleaning, ensuring a whole new level
of hygiene. Warm water is, after all,
much more effective at cleaning than
toilet paper. The position, temperature, pressure and type of the water
jet can all be adjusted. After use, the
wand cleans itself automatically.

Heated
seat

Adjustable temperature

BENEFITS
- Convenience you can enjoy
every day
- Clean and fresh feeling
- Self-cleaning nozzle
- Reduces paper consumption
- Especially suitable for use in
health-care facilities or hospitals

BENEFITS
- Pleasant warmth at the touch
of a button

The temperature of the heated seat can
be chosen as desired. The seat even
starts warming up before anyone sits
down. During extended periods when
not in use, such as overnight, it automatically switches to power save mode
and reduces the seat temperature.
Several models have a memory function that saves daily usage patterns
and automatically activates the power
save mode on this basis.

WASHBASINS

Filter system to absorb odours

BENEFITS
- Eliminates unpleasant odours
- Helps promote a feeling of cleanliness

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

The Deodoriser ensures that the air
around the toilet is kept fresh during
and after use by passing it through
a powerful, effective filter. The air is
sucked in and passed through coarse
and carbon fibre filters inside the
WASHLET, purifying it and eliminating unpleasant odours.

TOILETS

Deodoriser

The adjustable dryer quickly dries the
intimate area after cleansing with the
warm water spray.

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

- Conducive to an overall feeling
of well-being
- Reduces the need for toilet paper

LUMINIST

BENEFITS

PLANNING DATA

Warm air jet

REFERENCES

Dryer
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
Actilight

Self-cleaning surface

BENEFITS
- Antibacterial
- Self-cleaning
- Breaks down waste

UV

Zir
Ce

co
niu
m
co
FiO
ati
Nte
ng
ct
gla
ze

TOTO has developed a self-cleaning
WASHLET with its new Actilight
technology. Actilight consists of two
phases that actively fight waste and
bacteria. Prior to the first use, the
WASHLET sprays the toilet bowl
with water. Once the toilet is flushed,
the WASHLET sprays the bowl with
electrolysed water. This water has
an antibacterial effect and prevents
waste from accumulating. The toilet

bowl also has a special hydrophilic
zirconium-coated surface, which helps
the electrolysed water to simply wash
the waste away. The toilet lid features
a UV light which is activated once
the lid is shut. This light triggers the
decomposition process of the waste
particles on the zirconium-coated
surface. The result – a toilet that stays
clean over the long-term.

WASHBASINS

Electrolysed water

BENEFITS

URINAL

BIDETS

- No chemical additives
- Antibacterial

TOILETS

ewater+

Nte

ct

gla

ze

WASHLETS

FiO

Regular water is electrolysed to give it
a slightly acidic pH value. The ewater+
is completely environmentally friendly
and can be returned to the water cycle
without worry.

REFERENCES

The WASHLET sprays the ceramic
with a fine mist of water. The reason:
Less sticks to a moist ceramic surface
than a dry one. After use, the toilet is
sprayed with electrolysed processed
water, also known as ewater+. This
water has an antibacterial effect. This
antibacterial water thoroughly cleans
the toilet.

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

Ce
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
PreMist

Mists the toilet bowl

BENEFITS
- Less cleaning required
- Fewer cleansers needed
- Saves time
- Cleanliness means
greater comfort

The PreMist function ensures the
greatest possible hygiene from the
very first moment. The toilet bowl is
sprayed with water prior to use. This
film of water over the CeFiONtect
glaze helps eliminate dirt and waste
80% better with each flush.

CeFiONtect

Special hygienic glaze for a smooth
ceramic surface

BENEFITS
- Easier to clean
- Dirt-resistant, minimises the amount
of toilet cleaner required
- Suitable for microfibre cloth

All TOTO toilets feature our special,
very smooth CeFiONtect glaze. In addition to ensuring long-lasting shine, it is
highly durable and suitable for cleaning
with microfiber cloth. CeFiONtect creates a surface so smooth that dirt and
bacteria have a difficult time sticking.
The special glaze is applied before the
ceramic is fired to make it extremely
resilient. It permanently protects the
surface and ensures greater cleanliness.

WASHBASINS

Every TOTO toilet features the brand
new two-or three jet Tornado Flush to
ensure superior hygiene and minimise
the use of toilet cleaners.

BENEFITS
- Almost silent
- Inspired by nature
- Effectively cleans the entire
toilet bowl
- Reduces water consumption
- Minimises the amount of
toilet cleaner required

TOILETS

Highly effective two-or three jet
toilet flush

BIDETS

Tornado
Flush

URINAL

This is achieved by using water in a
whole new way. Rather than flushing
water straight down into the bowl,
two or three high-pressure water
jets create a whirlpool, much like a
tornado, removing all traces of dirt
and grime.

WASHLETS

This function not only ensures maximum hygiene, but is also exceptionally
quiet and saves water, as one flush is
often enough.

TOTO toilet bowls’ rimless design
helps ensure that dirt and bacteria
aren’t able to collect in the first place.
It also simplifies cleaning by ensuring
that all areas of the bowl are easily
accessible. This also minimises the
need for toilet cleaner – an added benefit for the environment.

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

- Easier to clean
- Minimises the need
for toilet cleaner

LUMINIST

BENEFITS

PLANNING DATA

Rimless ceramic toilet bowls

REFERENCES

Rimless
design
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WASHLET OVERVIEW
NEOREST AC

NEOREST EW

WASHLET SG

FEATURES
WASHLET

1

2

3

REMOTE CONTROL
AUTOMATIC SEAT
WARM WATER NOZZLE
COMFORT SETTING FLOW RATE

0.27 to 0.43 l / min

0.27 to 0.43 l / min

0.27 to 0.43 l / min

SOFT SETTING FLOW RATE

0.32 to 0.43 l / min

0.32 to 0.43 l / min

0.32 to 0.43 l / min

FRONT WASH FLOW RATE

0.29 to 0.43 l / min

0.29 to 0.43 l / min

0.29 to 0.43 l / min

WARM WATER SUPPLY

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

SMOOTH ADJUSTING
WATER PRESSURE

5 level

5 level

5 level

ADJUSTABLE WATER TEMPERATURE

30 to 40 degrees celsius (5 level)

30 to 40 degrees celsius (5 level)

30 to 40 degrees celsius (5 level)

28 to 35 degrees celsius (5 level)

28 to 35 degrees celsius (5 level)

28 to 36 degrees celsius (5 level)

normal 0.09 m3 / min,
power 0.16 m3 / min

normal 0.09 m3 / min,
power 0.16 m3 / min

normal 0.09 m3 / min,
power 0.16 m3 / min

35 to 55 degrees celsius (5 level),
ca. 0.29 m3 / min

35 to 55 degrees celsius (5 level),
ca. 0.29 m3 / min

35 to 55 degrees celsius (5 level),
ca. 0.29 m3 / min

CONTINUOUS-FLOW
WATER HEATER
WARM WATER TANK

PULSATING MASSAGE SETTING
OSCILLATING MASSAGE SETTING
VARIABLE SPRAY POSITION
WATER TANK REHEATING TIME
HEATED SEAT
INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE
TEMPERATURE
DEODORISER
AIR-CLEANING FILTER SYSTEM
DRYER
ADJUSTABLE TEMPERATURE
EWATER+
ELECTROLYSED
ANTIBACTERIAL WATER
ACTILIGHT
A SPECIAL COATING WORKS
WITH UV LIGHT TO TRIGGER
A PHOTOCATALYTIC PROCESS,
ACCELERATING THE BREAKDOWN
OF ORGANIC WASTE
PREMIST
WATER FILM AVOIDS DIRT
TO STICK ON
CEFIONTECT
SPECIAL HYGIENIC GLAZE

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

RIMLESS DESIGN
HYGIENIC RIMLESS TOILET BOWL
TORNADO FLUSH
TRIPLE-JET FLUSH
HYGIENE
WAND JET PRE-CLEANING
WAND JET POST-CLEANING
CONNECTIONS AND POWER
ELECTRICAL OUTLET REQUIRED

1

PRESSURE AT WATER CONNECTION

1 to 10 bar

1 to 10 bar

1 to 10 bar

MAX. POWER INPUT

1,289 – 1,527 W

1,289 – 1,527 W

1,289 – 1,527 W

CONNECTION LOADS

220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

PRICE CLASS

€€€€

€€€€

€€€

only fits on NEOREST-AC toilets

2

only fits on NEOREST-EW toilet

3

only fits on SG toilet

4

only fits on Giovannoni toilet

WASHBASINS
WASHLET GL 2.0

WASHLET CF

WASHLET EK 2.0

TOILETS

GIOVANNONI

soft-closing function

soft-closing function

0.29 to 0.6 l / min

0.29 to 0.6 l / min

0.29 to 0.58 l / min

0.29 to 0.58 l / min

0.27 to 0.55 l / min

0.29 to 0.6 l / min

0.29 to 0.6 l / min

0.29 to 0.6 l / min

0.7 l

0.75 l

0.75 l

0.75 l

40 seconds

40 seconds

40 seconds

40 seconds

5 level

5 level

3 level

5 level

30 to 40 degrees celsius (5 level)

30 to 40 degrees celsius (5 level)

35 to 40 degrees celsius (3 level)

30 to 40 degrees celsius (5 level)

approx. 10 min

approx. 10 min

approx. 10 min

approx. 10 min

28 to 35 degrees celsius (5 level)

28 to 36 degrees celsius (5 level)

28 to 36 degrees celsius (3 level)

28 to 36 degrees celsius (5 level)

normal 0.09 m3 / min,
power 0.16 m3 / min

normal 0.09 m3 / min,
power 0.16 m3 / min

normal 0.09 m3 / min,
power 0.16 m3 / min

normal 0.09 m3 / min,
power 0.16 m3 / min

35 to 55 °C (5 level),
ca. 0.27 m3 / min

35 to 55 °C (3 level),
ca. 0.27 m3 / min

35 to 55 °C (5 level),
ca. 0.27 m3 / min

URINAL

0.29 to 0.6 l / min
0.29 to 0.58 l / min

BIDETS

7

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

1 to 10 bar

1 to 10 bar

1 to 10 bar

1 to 10 bar

270 – 320 W

278 – 323 W

278 – 323 W

278 – 323 W

222 – 240 V / 50 Hz

220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

220 – 240 V / 50 Hz

€€

€€

€

€

only fits on MH, NC and ES toilets

6

only in combination with a TOTO toilet

7

only fits on CF toilets

REFERENCES

6

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

0.29 to 0.55 l / min

soft-closing function

5

WASHLETS

soft-closing function

5

LUMINIST

4
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BECAUSE YOUR
BATHROOM
SHOULD BE A
RELAXING OASIS.
LUMINIST.

You will always have the right bathroom to make you feel good – based
on the outstanding design or comfort offered by T
 OTO’s technologies.
LUMINIST offers entirely new design options for each bathroom.

Planning data starting on p. 132
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LUMINIST WASHBASIN

The beautiful LUMINIST washbasin creates a new level of
sensuality in the bathroom. It received the red dot design
award for its outstanding design in 2009. The integrated
LEDs installed beneath the innovative LUMINIST create a
beautiful impression. The translucent material has a soft,
velvety texture that is also highly durable.
Planning data p. 132

LUMINIST/LUNA VESSEL BASIN

Bring the glory of nature into your bathroom with the Luna
washbasin. The effect of the basin’s LED illumination is
reminiscent of witnessing the corona in a solar eclipse,
making it the focal point of any bathroom. While draining
away, the water seems to cascade unseen over the edge
of a black inlaid circular base.
Planning data p. 132

LUMINIST/LUNA VESSEL BASIN

Bring the glory of nature into your bathroom with the Luna
washbasin. The effect of the basin’s LED illumination is
reminiscent of witnessing the corona in a solar eclipse,
making it the focal point of any bathroom. While draining
away, the water seems to cascade unseen over the edge
of a white inlaid circular base.
Planning data p. 132

This washbasin will become the focal point of your bathroom.
The combination of water and naturally occurring light creates a unique sensation of motion.
The round vessel basin is available in one colour – crystal
snow.

WASHBASINS

With LUMINIST, T
 OTO has created an epoxy resin material
that combines the visual appeal of frosted glass with extreme
durability and heat resistance.

TOILETS

LUMINIST/R VESSEL BASIN

With LUMINIST, T
 OTO has created an epoxy resin material
that combines the visual appeal of frosted glass with extreme
durability and heat resistance.
This washbasin will become the focal point of your bathroom. As the water flows into the washbasin, the translucent
material appears to dance. The rectangular vessel basin is
available in one colour – crystal snow.

Planning data p. 132

PLANNING DATA

This bathtub enhances the combination of light and water
for relaxing, beautiful effects. The bathtub’s gentle shimmer,
created using LEDs, underscores the clarity of the design and
creates an ambience of well-being throughout the bathroom.

REFERENCES

LUMINIST BATHTUB

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

Planning data p. 132

WASHLETS

LUMINIST/S VESSEL BASIN

URINAL

BIDETS

Planning data p. 132
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Enjoy the benefits of chromatherapy
in the comfort of your home with this
LUMINIST washbasin and bathtub,

which optimally bring out the relaxing
qualities of both light and water. The
gentle shimmer, created using LEDs
below the material, underscores the
wellness-inspired design. It creates an
ambience of relaxation throughout the
bathroom.

WASHBASINS

The LUMINIST collection washbasin
allows you to use light as a design element in your bathroom.

TOILETS

LUMINIST WASHBASIN AND BATHTUB

Planning data p. 132

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

Awards
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
LUMINIST

Translucent epoxy resin material

BENEFITS
- Attractive appearance
- Extremely durable
- Long-lasting

In LUMINIST, T
 OTO has created
an exceptional epoxy resin material
that combines a soft silky texture
and a translucent appearance with
extreme durability and heat resistance.
LUMINIST washbasins and bathtubs
are extremely long-lasting. LUMINIST
can also be used in combination with
LEDs, enabling you to use light as
a design element in your bathroom.

WASHBASINS
TOILETS
URINAL

BIDETS

LUMINIST’s exceptional physical attributes mean that its range of uses extend far beyond the bathroom. In fact,
it’s even used in aircraft construction.
Scratch-resistant and highly durable,
LUMINIST can withstand temperatures of up to 360°C. This robustness
also makes it easier to repair, and any
scratches can simply be polished out.

WASHLETS

Steel ball
533 g

400 cm
or more
LUMINIST

12-mm thick hard 12-mm thick temsurface
pered glass

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

12-mm thick
LUMINIST

147 cm

LUMINIST
1.2

Hard surface
1.8

PLANNING DATA

The specific weight of LUMINIST is less than glass, marble or stone. *

Glass
2.5

Weight comparison
The specific weight of LUMINIST is less than glass, marble or stone. *

*M
 ethods and criteria developed by
TOTO were used in the tests.

REFERENCES

120 cm
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 ECHNOLOGY
T
NEEDS TO BE
EFFICIENT,
WHETHER YOU
CAN SEE IT
OR NOT.
SELFPOWER
FAUCETS,
SHOWERS, HAND
DRYERS AND
SOAP DISPENSER.
You will always have the right bathroom to make you feel good – based on the
outstanding design or comfort offered by T
 OTO’s technologies. Our faucets,
hand dryers and showers offer entirely new design options for each bathroom.

Planning data starting on p. 133
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AUTOMATIC FAUCETS, HAND DRYERS,
SOAP DISPENSER AND SHOWERS

AUTOMATIC FAUCET

AUTOMATIC FAUCETS
Planning data p. 133

SOAP DISPENSER

SOAP DISPENSER
Planning data p. 147

Planning data p. 146

Planning data p. 137

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

SHOWERS

PLANNING DATA

HAND DRYERS

REFERENCES

HAND DRYER
SHOWERS
LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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AUTOMATIC FAUCETS –
TOUCHFREE FOR BETTER HYGIENE

1

2

AUTOMATIC FAUCETS

An integrated sensor is able to detect
hand movement and dispense just the
right amount of water. It’s so finely
tuned that it only registers hand
movement directly below the spout –
not when cleaning the washbasin.
There are two types of automatic
faucets – with an integrated or external
control unit.

3

4

The automatic faucets with integrated
control unit have a sensor powered by
a built-in generator, which harnesses
the flow of the water to use and store
the produced energy. There is no need
for an external power supply to power
the faucet.
Automatic faucets with an external
control unit feature this below the
washbasin. These come in a range of
flow rates, either as a thermostatic
mixer or cold-water installation.
Image 1:
Automatic faucet with integrated
control unit and thermostat

5

6

Images 2 – 6:
Automatic faucets with external
control units
Benefits p. 100
Technology p. 110
Planning data p. 133

WASHBASINS
TOILETS

HAND DRYER AND SOAP DISPENSERS – 
TOUCH-FREE, ECONOMICAL, HYGIENIC,

HAND DRYER
BIDETS

Hand dryers offer a number of advantages over paper towels in public
restrooms. They are a touch-free, and
therefore very hygienic solution for
high-traffic washrooms. Hand dryers
make it easier to keep very frequently
used washrooms clean.

WASHLETS

URINAL

TOTO offers three hand dryers. All of
these models are touch-free, powerful, maintenance-free and quiet. They
offer low operating costs (even with the
warm air function activated) and dry
hands quickly. The universal, functional
design includes a drip tray and filter.
TOTO hand dryers are designed to last
for many years.
Planning data p. 146

HANDY DRYER (CONCEALED)

AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER

HANDY DRYER (EXPOSED)

AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER

The soap dispenser is also activated
by a sensor, which allows for hygienic,
touch-free use. It automatically dispenses the amount of soap needed for
one hand washing. The soap dispenser
is available in two versions – batteryoperated and with power plug.

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

LUMINIST

HANDY DRYER (EXPOSED)

REFERENCES

Planning data p. 147
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SHOWERS

INTEGRATED OVERHEAD SHOWER

HAND SHOWER 150 MM

ROUND OVERHEAD SHOWER

HAND SHOWER 120 MM

SQUARE OVERHEAD SHOWER

HAND SHOWER 120 MM

OVERHEAD AND HAND SHOWERS

The hand-held units are available in
120 mm and 150 mm. It is possible to
choose from two or three different types
of sprays. Overhead showers are available in round and square shapes, and
for ceiling or wall mounting. All TOTO
showers feature the water-saving Aerial
Pulse or Aerial Shower technology.
Planning data p. 138

WASHBASINS
TOILETS
BIDETS
URINAL
WASHLETS
LUMINIST
FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS
Planning data p. 141

PLANNING DATA

Customers can choose the number of
Gyrostream jets to be embedded in the
wall. Water flows from the jets in powerful whirls, massaging and warming
the entire body. The massage stimulates
the circulation and refreshes from head
to toe. This versatile TOTO Shower
System can be combined with all collections, including our NEOREST line.

REFERENCES

GYROSTREAM
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SHOWER

The new Shower System delivers a
maximum in flexibility. The individual
elements are compatible with all TOTO
collections. The large overhead shower
embedded in the ceiling has three different types of sprays. It saves a great
deal of water for its size. The hand-held
Benefits p. 102
Technology p. 110
Planning data p. 137

units are available in two different
diameters, namely 120 and 150 mm,
and offer one or three different types
of sprays.
The shower heads are available in two
different sizes and can be mounted on

the ceiling or wall. They all feature the
water-saving Aerial Pulse technology.
The Gyrostream jets are the perfect
complement to the shower system.
Embedded in the wall, they provide
a massaging, stimulating effect on
the body.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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OUR BENEFITS
Touch-free

More than anything, touch-free
means hygienic

The sensor-based automatic system
means that users no longer need to
touch the faucets in order to use them.
This keeps public washrooms in particular more hygienic and minimises
the risk of transmitting bacteria.

Automatic faucet

Integrated
power
supply

The faucet generates its own power
and is practically maintenance free

Integrated
control unit

 OTO automatic faucets no longer
T
need power from the electrical outlet.
The energy from the flowing water is
used to charge a battery that powers
the faucet, making an external power
source unnecessary – whether with
or without an external control unit.
The faucets require practically no
maintenance.

External
control unit

WASHBASINS

All of the technical features of this
automatic faucet are integrated inside
the faucet itself – making an external
control unit unnecessary.

Hidden
sensor

Practically tamper-proof

Our automatic faucets feature an almost
invisible sensor in the spout. This
allows it to register every hand-movement precisely, while being protected
from vandalism.

TOILETS

Integrated in the faucet

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

Integrated
control unit
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OUR BENEFITS
Conserve
resources

Simply saves water

A number of resource-conserving
technologies are integrated into our
faucets. Low flow rates save water,
and our sensor-based faucets only
dispense the exact amount of water
required or aerate the water to reduce
consumption.

One shower,
three
functions

A choice of three spray types

The multifunctional hand showers from
TOTO also offer three different types
of sprays that can be selected using a
dial: The water-saving Aerial Shower,
massage function (Gyrostream), and
Cascade Flow feature, which turns the
water into a little waterfall.

WASHBASINS
TOILETS

The pure and functional design of
TOTO’s hand dryers allow for touchfree use. They offer an ecological and
economic alternative to paper towels.
The operating costs are lower than
paper dispensers, and hand dryers
help keep public washrooms cleaner.

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

The economic and ecological
alternative

		TOTO
paper towels
hand dryer
CO2 /year

701 kg

43 kg

Operating costs /year

1.460 €

9 – 15 €

Based on: Two paper towels per use, 0.01 € / per towel;
CO2 conversion factor: 2.0 kg / kg paper; 0.59 kg / kWh

PLANNING DATA

Quality pays off – for you and the environment!

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

LUMINIST

Drip tray

REFERENCES

Hand dryer
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OUR BENEFITS
Water-
saving

Technologies that save water

BENEFITS
- Well-being with a clear conscience
- Conserve resources by using less
water

Aerial Shower
Aerated water

Aerial Pulse
Aerated water with a pulsating
function

EcoCap
Fuller aerated water stream

SelfPower
Sensor-activated faucet generates
its own electricity

WASHBASINS

Compatible with all collections

TOILETS

The TOTO Shower System is compatible with all TOTO collections. The
individual elements can be combined
in a wide variety of ways.

BIDETS

Highly
flexible
shower
system

Ø 300 mm

300 mm

Ø 300 mm

Ø
120 mm

Ø
150 mm

Ø
120 mm

Shower mixers

LUMINIST

Hand-held units

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

Gyrostream

WASHLETS

Ø
150 mm

URINAL

Overhead showers

PLANNING DATA

300 mm

REFERENCES

600 mm
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CONSERVE RESOURCES
WITH AUTOMATIC FAUCETS

FLOW RATE

WET HANDS

LATHER

RINSE

DURATION

CONVENTIONAL
SINGLE LEVER
BASIN MIXER

6 l / min

5 sec

30 sec

10 sec

45 sec

AUTOMATIC FAUCET

2 l / min

5 sec

0 sec *

10 sec

15 sec

AUTOMATIC FAUCET

3 l / min

5 sec

0 sec *

10 sec

15 sec

AUTOMATIC FAUCET

4 l / min

5 sec

0 sec *

10 sec

15 sec

 OTO automatic faucets will help you reduce your water
T
consumption and costs by over 75 %.

WASHBASINS
TOILETS

€

365

WATER COSTS **

USE / DAY

CONSUMPTION / DAY

CONSUMPTION / YEAR

TOTAL / YEAR

4.5 l

€ 4.01 / m³

50

225 l

82,125 l

€ 328.50

0.5 l

€ 4.01 / m³

50

25 l

9,125 l

€ 36.50

0.75 l

€ 4.01 / m³

50

37,5 l

13,687.5 l

€ 54.75

1l

€ 4.01 / m³

50

50 l

18,250 l

€ 73.00

*
**

Automatic faucet stops flowing when not in use
A ccording to the Federal Statistics Office, the average price of water
is € 1.65, and the average price of wastewater is € 2.36 per m 3.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

CONSUMPTION

BIDETS

1

URINAL

€
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CONSERVE RESOURCES
WITH SHOWERS
€

CONVENTIONAL 
HAND-HELD UNIT
Ø 120 MM

TOTO
HAND-HELD UNIT
Ø 120 MM

CONVENTIONAL 
HAND-HELD UNIT
Ø 150 MM

TOTO
HAND-HELD UNIT
Ø 150 MM

CONVENTIONAL
OVERHEAD SHOWER
Ø 300 MM

TOTO
OVERHEAD SHOWER
Ø 300 MM

FLOW RATE *

1× SHOWER
APPROX. 6 MIN

COSTS **
PER SHOWER

11 l / min

66 l

€ 0.26

6.7 l / min

40.2 l

€ 0.16

13 l / min

78 l

€ 0.31

10.7 l / min

64.2 l

€ 0.26

18 l / min

108 l

€ 0.43

13.7 l / min

82.2 l

€ 0.33

*
at 0.3 MPa
**	According to the Federal Statistics Office, the average price of water
is € 1.65, and the average price of wastewater is € 2.36 per m 3.
***	Sample calculation for a hotel with 50 rooms.

WASHBASINS
COST / DAY

TOTAL / YEAR

€ 19.85

4,950 l

€ 19.85

€ 7,245.07

€ 12.09

3,015 l

€ 12.09

€ 4,412.90

€ 23.46

5,850 l

€ 23.46

€ 8,562.35

€ 19.31

4,815 l

€ 19.31

€ 7,047.47

€ 32.48

8,100 l

€ 32.48

€ 11,855.57

€ 24.72

6,165 l

€ 24.72

€ 9,023.40

BIDETS

TOILETS
CONSUMPTION / DAY

URINAL

75 SHOWERS / DAY ***

365

WASHLETS

€

LUMINIST

1

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

€

PLANNING DATA

1

REFERENCES

€
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
SMA

Maintains a constant water temperature despite fluctuating water supply
temperatures and pressure levels

BENEFITS
- Constant, comfortable temperature
- Reduces water consumption

With SMA TOTO can ensure reliability
where you need it most. SMA maintains a constant water temperature
despite fluctuating water supply temperatures and pressure levels resulting
from water being used elsewhere in
the home.
The result is a water temperature you
can rely on.

Auto
Functions

Sensor-based technologies

BENEFITS
- Easy to use
- No need to touch the faucet
- Regulates energy consumption

AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS
Movement-activated faucet
For a bathroom to be comfortable, it
has to ease the stress of everyday life.
These auto functions not only provide
ease of use and convenience, but also
another key benefit – there’s no need
to touch the toilet, increasing the level
of hygiene in the bathroom.

WASHBASINS

Fuller aerated water stream

BENEFITS
- Fuller, satisfying water stream
- Reduces water consumption

BIDETS

EcoCap allows you to wash your
hands with a clean conscience, as this
intelligent TOTO technology significantly reduces water consumption.

TOILETS

EcoCap

Here’s how it works: mixing air with
water can reduce consumption without any loss in stream volume.

WASHLETS

URINAL

EcoCap enables full flow rates with
just 3.6 l of water.

Aerial Shower aerates the water to
make the shower experience much
more enjoyable. You feel as though
you’re standing below a particularly
full stream without any increase in the
amount of water being used. Aerating
the water is also a clever way of using
it more efficiently.
Air is drawn in through the shower
head and added to the water, enlarging the water droplets and causing
them to increase in volume. This
makes it seem as if you are being
rinsed with more water, making the
shower a more enjoyable experience.
The benefits of Aerial Shower are twofold: It both reduces water consumption and makes the shower experience
more luxurious. This is TOTO technology at its best.

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

- Comfortable shower experience
- Uses less water

LUMINIST

BENEFITS

PLANNING DATA

Aerated water for the shower

REFERENCES

Aerial
Shower
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
Aerial Pulse

Aerated water with a pulsating
function

BENEFITS
- Reduces water consumption
- A more enjoyable shower experience

TOTO shower heads are equipped
with the Aerial Pulse feature, which
offers outstanding comfort while
using little water. Air is drawn in
through the shower head and added
to the water. The shower head pulses
the enlarged water droplets as they
fall for an invigorating and relaxing
experience.

Gyrostream

Shower nozzles with rotating
and pulsating function

DIE VORTEILE
- gleichbleibend warm unter der Dusche
- Massagefunktion
- macht Duschen zum luxuriösen
Erlebnis

The bathroom is a place where health
and well-being take centre stage.
Gyrostream transforms the shower
into a mini spa. Gyrostream sprays
the water through rotating nozzles in
a precise, pulsating stream, distributing it more evenly over a wider area.
This creates a vortex that continuously
rinses the entire body with warm

water and, just like in a bathtub, keeps
it warm. The powerful water vortices
also provide a massaging effect –
whether from the jets embedded in
the wall or the multifunctional shower
head.

WASHBASINS

Waterfall-like shower experience
for maximum warming effect

BENEFITS
- Consistently warm
- Luxurious flow of water
- Outstanding comfort

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOTO’s Cascade Flow technology
creates a shower experience similar to
standing under a waterfall. A curved
slit in the shower head allows a wide
stream of water to flow, warming and
soothing the entire body for long-lasting relaxation – even after the shower.

TOILETS

Cascade
Flow

With its Water Pillar technology, TOTO
manages to control a single stream
of water so that it gently glides over
the entire body. The water is slowed
down considerably before it leaves the
shower head, which makes it far softer
when it hits the body – for a far more
comfortable experience. This system
reduces splashing and ensures an even,
steady stream of water.

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

- Well-being
- Gentle shower experience
- Nearly splash-free
- Wellness
- Keeps the entire body warm

LUMINIST

BENEFITS

PLANNING DATA

Light yet voluminous stream of water

REFERENCES

Water Pillar
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES
Water-
saving

Technologies that save water

BENEFITS
- Well-being with a clear conscience
- Conserve resources by using less
water

EcoCap
Fuller aerated water stream

Aerial Shower
Aerated water

Aerial Pulse
Aerated water with a pulsating
function

SelfPower
Sensor-activated faucet generates
its own electricity

WASHBASINS

BENEFITS

The sensor-based touch-free SelfPower
faucets have their own tiny integrated
“hydroelectric plants”, which harness
all of the energy necessary from the
flow of water to power the sensor.
As such, no external power supply is
required. These faucets have two technologies: A microsensor – one of the
smallest in the world – regulates the
flow of water at the end of the spout.
The faucet also generates the energy
needed for its operation.

A generator converts the energy from
the flow of water to supply the microsensor with power. The integrated
sensor registers hand-movement in
order to dispense the exact amount of
water needed.
SelfPower faucets are available with
external control units or with all
technical features integrated into the
faucet.

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS
FAUCETS //SHOWERS
SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

- Easy to use
- Reduced physical contact
- No external power needed
- Reduces energy consumption

TOILETS

Sensor-activated faucet that has
its own power supply

REFERENCES

SelfPower
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DESIGN CAN
BE PLANNED.
SO CAN
EFFICIENCY.
PLANNING DATA.
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NEOREST VESSEL
750 mm, without tap hole, with overflow
and chrome coloured overflow cover

NEOREST VESSEL
600 mm, without tap hole, with overflow
and chrome coloured overflow cover

SG FURNITURE WASHBASIN
900 mm, with tap hole, without overflow

596

173

173

50

50

448

397

148

142

746

100

±0=OKFFB

±0=OKFFB

Technologies

	LW3717HY
	Price class:

460

500

550

500

670

550

850

850

100

Technologies

	LW3716HY
	Price class:

Technologies

	LW172YC
	Price class:

SG FURNITURE WASHBASIN
600 mm, with tap hole, without overflow

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
1000 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
800 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

LW170YC
	Price class:

1 tap-hole

	LW10069G
	Price class:

	LW10035G
	Price class:

MH WASHBASIN
650 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

WASHBASINS

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
650 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

	LW10034G
	Price class:

	LW10064G
	Price class:

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
550 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

MH WASHBASIN
550 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

	LW10070G
	Price class:

	LW10033G
	Price class:

	LW10300G
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

MH VESSEL
650 mm, without tap hole, without overflow,
incl. stem valve

WASHLETS

LW180YC
	Price class:

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

MH FURNITURE WASHBASIN
650 mm, with tap hole, without overflow
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MH VESSEL
550 mm, without tap hole, without overflow,
incl. stem valve

MH HANDRINSE VESSEL
365 mm, without tap hole, without overflow,
incl. stem valve

Technologies

Technologies

	LW10039G
	Price class:

MH HALF PEDESTAL
incl. fixation set

	LW10036G
	for LW10300G / LW10064G
	Price class:

1 tap-hole

	LW10038G
	Price class:

MH PEDESTAL
incl. fixation set

	LW10037G
	for LW10300G / LW10064G
	Price class:

NC WASHBASIN
800 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

NC WASHBASIN
600 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

	LW10021G
	Price class:

	LW10020G
	Price class:

NC WASHBASIN
510 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

WASHBASINS

NC WASHBASIN
510 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

	LW766Y
	Price class:

	LW767Y
	Price class:

NC VESSEL
500 mm, with overflow, with slotted drain

NC HANDRINSE VESSEL
450 mm, with tap hole, without overflow,
with unslotted drain

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

	LW761Y
	Price class:

	LW760Y
	Price class:

	LW10019G
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

NC VESSEL
510 mm, with overflow, with slotted drain

WASHLETS

	LW10624G
	Price class:

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

NC FURNITURE WASHBASIN
600 mm, with tap hole, with overflow
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NC PEDESTAL
for washbasin 600 mm and 800 mm

NC HALF PEDESTAL
for washbasin 600 mm and 800 mm

NC PEDESTAL
for washbasin 510 mm

Technologies

	LW10040G
for LW10020G / LW10021G
	Price class:

NC HALF PEDESTAL
for washbasin 510 mm

LW10386G
for LW10020G / LW10021G
	Price class:

LW766FY
for LW766Y / LW767Y
	Price class:

CF WASHBASIN
650 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

CF WASHBASIN
850 mm, with tap hole, with overflow

854

Ø35

Ø35

483

Ø46

Ø46

10

280

R1

0

170
155
60

160
155
60

280

10

LW766HFY
for LW766Y / LW767Y
	Price class:

1 tap-hole

	LW136Y
	Price class:

850

460
500

550

460

±0=OKFFB

±0=OKFFB

Technologies

0

100

500

850

100

R1

Technologies

	LW137Y
	Price class:

550

483

210

210

75

75

654

PUBLIC SELF-RIM BASIN
530 mm, without tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

WASHBASINS

PUBLIC UNDERCOUNTER BASIN
540 mm, without tap hole, with overflow

TOILETS

CF HALF PEDESTAL
incl. fixation set

180

62

80

295

100

BIDETS

200

270
550

500

435

180

	LW765Y
	Price class:

PUBLIC SELF-RIM BASIN
530 mm, without tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

	LW764Y
	Price class:

	LW762Y
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

PUBLIC UNDERCOUNTER BASIN
540 mm, without tap hole, with overflow

	LW763Y
	Price class:

WASHLETS

	LW136HFY
for LW136Y / LW137Y
	Price class:

URINAL

±0=OKFFB
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MH WC WALLHUNG
washdown

582

MH WC CLOSE COUPLED
washdown, horizontal inlet

704

530
470

173

470

155

394

155

140

390

470

392

SG WC WALLHUNG
washdown

180

35

35

180

Ø5

Ø5
Ø1

02

Ø1

02

Ø1

250

180

220

320

320

02

220

Ø25

5

5

Ø25

260

280

360

410
420

410

29

410

±0=OKFFB

±0=OKFFB

414

395
568

Technologies

CW512YR
	can be combined with WC seat TC501CVK, metallic
cover 7EE0007 or Resin cover 9AE0017
	Price class:
WASHLET SG

±0=OKFFB

200
260

35

161

137

310

178

857

SG Metallabdeckung 7EE007

529

Technologies

CW162Y
	can be combined with WC seat VC10047NR
	Price class:
	WASHLET GL 2.0
	WASHLET EK 2.0

Technologies

CW161Y
	can be combined with WC seat VC10047NR, ceramic
cover, with plastic cistern SW10044G
	Price class:
	WASHLET GL 2.0
	WASHLET EK 2.0

NC WC CLOSE COUPLED
washdown, with horizontal outlet

WASHBASINS

NC WC WALLHUNG
washdown

TOILETS

MH WC BACK-TO-WALL, FLOORSTANDING
washdown

624

530
470

704
470

380

URINAL

BIDETS

155

380

171

155

390

155

470

35

180
Ø25

5

Ø5

Ø5

5

02

180

220

180

260

WASHLETS

320

345

02

Ø1

02

Ø1

298

342

93

±0=OKFFB
108
156

130

487

452

Technologies

Technologies

CW163Y
	can be combined with WC seat VC10047NR
	Price class:
	WASHLET GL 2.0
	WASHLET EK 2.0

CW762Y
	can be combined with WC seat VC100R
or VC100U10R
	Price class:
	WASHLET GL 2.0
	WASHLET EK 2.0

CW761Y
	can be combined with WC seat VC100R
or VC100U10R
	Price class:
	WASHLET GL 2.0
	WASHLET EK 2.0

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES
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Technologies

LUMINIST

420

410

±0=OKFFB

±0=OKFFB

35

35

410

340

857

320

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

Ø1
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NC WC BACK-TO-WAL
washdown, with horizontal outlet

ES WC WALLHUNG
washdown

630

530

470

540

470

355

380

155

420

155

155

380

100

CF WC WALLHUNG
washdown

180

35

35
Ø5

Ø25

02

320

02

Ø1

220

220

180

345

320

02

Ø5

Ø5

5

5

5

265

338
410

234

28

483

410

320

Ø1

345
410

Ø1

180
Ø25

±0=OKFFB

130

420

35

65

±0=OKFFB

±0=OKFFB
400

420

Technologies

CW763Y
	can be combined with WC seat VC100R
or VC100U10R
	Price class:
	WASHLET GL 2.0
	WASHLET EK 2.0

Technologies

CW797
	can be combined with ES WC seat VC110R
	Price class:
	WASHLET GL 2.0
	WASHLET EK 2.0

Technologies

CW132Y
	can be combined with WC seat VC130U10
or VC130 or WC seat ring VC130V1
	Price class:
WASHLET CF

MH BIDET WALLHUNG
with tap hole, with overflow

MH BIDET FLOORSTANDING
with tap hole, with overflow

Technologies

Technologies

TOILETS

CF WC WALLHUNG, BARRIER-FREE
washdown

WASHBASINS

PLANNING DATA WCS / BIDETS

710
420

URINAL

BIDETS

155

355

47

35

180

Ø5

5

Ø25

WASHLETS

245

345

02

Ø1

LUMINIST

490

435

289

90

±0=OKFFB

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

572

PLANNING DATA

Technologies

BW10045G
	Price class:

BW10046G
	Price class:

REFERENCES

CW142Y
	required accessories: WC seat ring VC140V1
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

128 / 129 PLANNING DATA BIDETS / URINAL
NC BIDET WALLHUNG
with tap hole, with overflow

NC BIDET FLOORSTANDING
with tap hole, with overflow

SIPHONIC URINAL
with concealed water inlet,
including wall fixation

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

BW762Y
	Price class:

BW761Y
	Price class:

UT10152U#XW
	Price class:

PLANNING DATA WASHLETS
WASHLET SG
incl. remote control

WASHBASINS

NEOREST EW
incl. remote control

BIDETS

TOILETS

NEOREST AC
incl. remote control

Wall

(2x)

WASHLETS

URINAL

Screw

TCF996WG#NW1
TCF996WSW#NW1 (CH)
TCF996WGE#NW1 (UK)
	required accessories: Pre-wall installation set,
1,120 mm T9300048 or 980 mm T9300051,
Push plate E00003 or E00005, Motor unit for
automatic flushing E00004
	Price class:
NEOREST AC WC wallhung CW996P#NW1

TCF994WG#NW1
TCF994WSW#NW1 (CH)
TCF994WGE#NW1 (UK)
	required accessories: NEOREST EW, WC wallhung
CW994P#NW1, Motor unit for automatic flushing
E00004
	For combination with push plate E00003 or E00005
use pre-wall installation set 1,120 mm T9300048,
980 mm T9300051
	Price class:
NEOREST EW WC wallhung CW994P#NW1

Technologies
(in combination
with SG WC)

TCF403EGV1
We recommend pre-wall installation set, 1,120 mm
T9300000 and upgrade set T9880039A WC,
wallhung CW512YR, Metallic cover 7EE0007 or
Resin cover 9AE0017
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

Technologies
(in combination
with EW WC)

PLANNING DATA

Technologies
(in combination
with AC WC)

REFERENCES

Water Connect

LUMINIST

Wall

130 / 131 PLANNING DATA WASHLETS
WASHLET GIOVANNONI
incl. remote control

WASHLET GL 2.0
incl. remote control, seat with soft-closing
function

WASHLET EK 2.0
seat with soft-closing function

523

523

290

200
66

155

390

478

200

155

390

290

410

320

320

410

302

±0=OKFFB

±0=OKFFB
300

300

186

38
50

38
50

188

188

186

Technologies
(in combination
with Giovannoni WC)

TCF892G
TCF892SW (CH)
TCF892GE (UK)
	required accessories: Giovannoni WC, wallhung
CW882Y
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039. For combination
with push plate E00022 use pre-wall installation set 1,120 mm
T9300000, 980 mm T9300022 or 820 mm T9300001
	Price class:

POWER CORD

POWER CORD

FLEXIBLE HOSE

FLEXIBLE HOSE

Technologies

TCF6532G#NW1
TCF6532SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6532GE#NW1 (UK)
	can be combined with all TOTO WCs of NC and
MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039. For combination
with push plate E00022 use pre-wall installation set 1,120 mm
T9300000, 980 mm T9300022 or 820 mm T9300001
	Price class:

Technologies

TCF6632G#NW1
TCF6632SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6632GE#NW1 (UK)
	can be combined with all TOTO WCs of NC and
MH series
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039.For combination
with push plate E00022 use pre-wall installation set 1,120 mm
T9300000, 980 mm T9300022 or 820 mm T9300001
	Price class:

NEOREST BATHTUB, FREESTANDING
1.800 × 950 × 600 mm, with grip

NEOREST BATHTUB, FREESTANDING
1.800 × 950 × 600 mm

TOILETS

WASHLET CF
incl. remote control, seat with soft-closing
function

WASHBASINS

PLANNING DATA WASHLETS / BATHTUBS

1820

1820

1220

1220

BIDETS
URINAL

630

200

155

390

250

630

480

WASHLETS

410

950

320

950

±0=OKFFB
300

400

400

710

710

1800

1800

50

±0=OKFFB

780
1300

445

600

445

600

POWER CORD
FLEXIBLE HOSE

±0=OKFFB

780
1300

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

38

188

LUMINIST

186

PLANNING DATA

Technologies

PJY1886HPWNE#GW
with removable bathtub cushion, white
	Price class:

PJY1886PWNE#GW
with removable bathtub cushion, white
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES

TCF6530GE#NW1
TCF6530SW#NW1 (CH)
TCF6530GE#NW1 (UK)
	required accessories: WC, wallhung CW132Y
	We recommend upgrade set T9880039. For combination
with push plate E00022 use pre-wall installation set 1,120 mm
T9300000, 980 mm T9300022 or 820 mm T9300001
	Price class:

132 / 133 PLANNING DATA BATHTUBS / LUMINIST
LUMINIST BATHTUB
1800 × 950 × 640 mm, incl. LED lighting
and siphon

LUMINIST WASHBASIN
750 mm, incl. LED lighting (washbasin without
pre-drilled holes)

LUMINIST/R VESSEL
Ø 400 mm, round

Technologies

Technologies

MR720M
	
Price class:

Technologies
PKL1820
	necessary accessories for LED lighting:
required accessories: Transformer PRL100,
Junction cable, 10 m PZ6084
	Price class:

MRZ700BCB1
	Price class:

LUMINIST/S VESSEL
500 mm, square

LUMINIST/LUNA VESSEL BASIN
Ø 400 mm, round, with LED lighting,
inlaid plate white or black

Technologies

Technologies

MRZ710BCB1
	Price class:

MRZ740BPA1 inlaid plate white
	MRZ740BPA6 inlaid plate black
	Price class:

PLANNING DATA AUTO FAUCETS

Technologies
(in combination
with control unit)

Technologies
(in combination
with control unit)

AUTO FAUCET
curved, high, 3 l / 4 l

WASHBASINS

AUTO FAUCET
modern curved, 4 l

BIDETS

TOILETS

AUTO FAUCET
curved, 3 l / 4 l

TEN12AWV105
	required accessories: Control unit
	Price class:

AUTO FAUCET
concealed, 4 l

URINAL

INTEGRATED SELFPOWER FAUCET
with thermostatic unit, 2 l

LUMINIST

AUTO FAUCET
round, curved, high, 4 l

TEN12AWV505
	required accessories: Control unit
	Price class:
	available until 3/2016

WASHLETS

TEN40AWV105 (für 3 l / 4 l)
	required accessories: Control unit
	Price class:

Technologies
(in combination
with control unit)

to the hose tip

260

3 33

30

123

Ø25

Hole

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

161

Technologies
(in combination
with control unit)

DLE110A2NE4
	required accessories: Control unit
	Price class:
	available from 3/2016

Technologies
(in combination
with control unit)

DLE105E
	required accessories: Control unit
	Price class:

Technologies

TEXN20ALV300
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES

15 - 40

Ø32

PLANNING DATA

Ø50

134 / 135 PLANNING DATA CONTROL UNITS
CONTROL UNIT, COLD WATER
3 l/4 l

CONTROL UNIT, THERMOSTATIC MIXER
3 l/4 l

CONTROL UNIT, COLD WATER
4l

118

142

117

G1/2

22
42
105

Technologies

TN789V465 (for 3 l)
TN789V565 (for 4 l)
	available until 3/2016

Technologies

TN7810V465 (for 3 l)
TN7810V565 (for 4 l)
	available until 3/2016

Technologies

DLE124DHE
	 available from 3/2016

MH SINGLE LEVER VESSEL MIXER
with tall spout

MH SINGLE LEVER BASIN MIXER
concealed, with short spout for
handrinse vessel

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies
PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

MH SINGLE LEVER BASIN MIXER

WASHBASINS

PLANNING DATA FAUCETS

VL10065C
	Price class:

VL10064C
	Price class:

REFERENCES

VL10048C
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

136 / 137 PLANNING DATA FAUCETS
MH SINGLE LEVER BASIN MIXER
concealed, with long spout for
handrinse vessel

MH SINGLE LEVER BIDET MIXER

Technologies

VL10071C
	Price class:

VV10050C
	Price class:

SHOWER SET 2
Recommendation for the SG seriese

SHOWER SET 3
Recommendation for the MH series

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

Set includes
	1 × Overhead shower, 600 mm, with 3 types of spray,
DBX117CAVE
	1 × Hand shower, 150 mm, with 3 types of spray,
VH10756N
	1 × Thermostatic shower mixer with diverter, DB421VE
	1 × 3-way diverter, DB351VE
	1 × Shower-holder and elbow, DBX111VE
	1 × Shower hose, VHC400
	Price class:

Set includes
	1 × Overhead shower, 300 mm, wall-mounted, round,
DBX113CAMVE
	1 × Hand shower, 120 mm 3 mode, VH10757N
	1 × Shower hose, VHC400
	1 × Shower elbow, VHC500
	1 × Shower hook, VHC550
	1 × Thermostatic shower mixer with 2-way diverter,
VB10169C
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES

Set includes
	4 × Gyrostream body shower, DBX116-1CVE
	1 × Overhead Shower, 600 mm, ceiling-mounted with
3 mode, DBX117CAVE
	1 × Hand shower, 150 mm, with 3 mode, VH10756N
	1 × Hose, VHC400
	1 × Shower holder and elbow, DBX111VE
	1 × Thermostatic shower mixer with volume control,
DB420VE
	3 × On/Off valve, DB346VE
	1 × 3-way diverter, DB351VE
	Price class:

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

SHOWER SET 1
Recommendation for the NEOREST series

WASHBASINS

PLANNING DATA SHOWER SYSTEM

138 / 139 PLANNING DATA SHOWER SYSTEM / OVERHEAD SHOWERS
SHOWER SET 4
Recommendation for the NC series

OVERHEAD SHOWER SET

OVERHEAD SHOWER
600 × 530 mm, ceiling-mounted with 3 mode

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

Set includes
1 × Hand shower, 120 mm, VH10755N
1 × Slide bar with shower holder, VHC600
1 × Shower hose, VHC400
1 × Single lever shower mixer, VM10051C
	Price class:

Set includes
	1 × Overhead shower, 600 mm, 3 types of spray,
DBX117CAVE
	1 × 3-way diverter, DB351VE
	1 × Thermostatic shower mixer with volume control,
DB420VE
	Price class:

DBX117CAVE
required accessories: 3-way diverter, DB351VE
	Price class:

OVERHEAD SHOWER
Ø 300 mm, ceiling-mounted, round

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

WASHBASINS

OVERHEAD SHOWER
300 mm, square, wall-mounted

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

OVERHEAD SHOWER
300 mm, square, ceilinceiling-mounted

DBX114CAMVE
	Price class:

DBX113-1CAMVE
	Price class:

REFERENCES

DBX114-1CAMVE
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

140 / 141 PLANNING DATA OVERHEAD SHOWERS / HAND SHOWERS
OVERHEAD SHOWER
Ø 300 mm, wall-mounted, round

HAND SHOWER
Ø 150 mm, with 3 types of spray

HAND SHOWER
Ø 150 mm

Technologies

Technologies

VH10756N
	Price class:

VH10754N
	Price class:

HAND SHOWER
Ø 120 mm, with 3 types of spray

HAND SHOWER
Ø 120 mm

Technologies

Technologies

Technologies

DBX113CAMVE
	Price class:

VH10757N
	Price class:

VH10755N
	Price class:

SINGLE LEVER SHOWER MIXER
WITH DIVERTER
concealed

THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER
WITH 2-WAY DIVERTER
concealed

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

GYROSTREAM BODY SHOWER

WASHBASINS

PLANNING DATA BATHTUB AND SHOWER FAUCETS

Technologies
PLANNING DATA

Technologies

DB348VE
	Price class:

DB421VE
	Price class:

REFERENCES

DBX116-1CVE
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

142 / 143 PLANNING DATA BATHTUB AND SHOWER FAUCETS
THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER
WITH VOLUME CONTROL
concealed

3-WAY DIVERTER
concealed

ON/OFF VALVE
concealed

Technologies

DB420VE
	Price class:

DB351VE
	Price class:

DB346VE
	Price class:

MH THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER
exposed

Technologies

Technologies

WASHBASINS

MH SINGLE LEVER BATH AND SHOWER
MIXER
exposed

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

MH SINGLE LEVER SHOWER MIXER
exposed

VM10052C
	Price class:

VB10053C
	Price class:

REFERENCES

VM10051C
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

144 / 145 PLANNING DATA BATHTUB AND SHOWER FAUCETS
MH THERMOSTATIC BATH AND
SHOWER MIXER
exposed

VB10054C
	Price class:

MH SINGLE LEVER SHOWER MIXER
concealed

VB10055C
	Price class:

MH SINGLE LEVER BATH AND SHOWER
MIXER
concealed

VB10056C
	Price class:

Technologies

Technologies

WASHBASINS

MH THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER WITH
VOLUME CONTROL
concealed

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

MH THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER WITH
2-WAY DIVERTER
concealed

VB10170C
	Price class:

REFERENCES

VB10169C
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

146 / 147 PLANNING DATA HAND DRYERS
HAND DRYER
exposed

HAND DRYER
exposed

HAND DRYER
concealed

164
34

29

107

85

203

180

512

154

320

575

470

245

Recommended
installation height
General:
1,358
Children:
1,108

Recommended
installation height
General:
1,310
Accessible:
1,210
Children:
1,060

±0=OKFFB

±0=OKFFB

Technologies

TYC424W
	Price class:

Technologies

TYC324W
	Price class:

Technologies

TYC604
	Price class:

PLANNING DATA SOAP DISPENSER

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS

AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER

max. 30

114

O41

Sensor cable L= 450

POWER CORD
battery-operated
or with power adapter

WASHLETS

118

URINAL

hole O30

Tube L=410

109

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

118
135

LUMINIST

°

60

95

DSE101EEB
DSE101EEC (UK)
DSE101KE (Battery version)
to be used only with TOTO approved liquid soap
	Price class:

The connecting dimensions may vary depending on the application. Please consult the relevant assembly instructions prior to installation.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

Technologies
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BATH CULTURE
FROM JAPAN.
THAT IS TOTO.

150 / 151 TOTO COMPANY

WHERE INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY MEETS
EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN.
TOTO IS JAPAN’S LEADING
MANUFACTURER OF
CERAMIC SANITARYWARE,
AND HAS BEEN AT THE
FOREFRONT OF DEVELOPMENTS IN BATHROOM
CULTURE EVER SINCE ITS
ESTABLISHMENT IN 1917.

152 / 153 TOTO COMPANY

LOOKING
BACK

1923

1917

1946

1917

1923

1946

The company is established by Kazuchika
Okura under the name of TOYO TOKI
Co. Ltd., which is later renamed TOTO.
Five years previously, in 1912, Okura
had set up a laboratory to develop
the kind of sanitary ceramics that
had become common in Europe and
America. Ironically, considering how
sophisticated Japanese bathroom
culture is today, wooden toilet bowls
were still prevalent and there was no
sewage system. With its first sales,
Okura’s company begins challenging
accepted notions of cleanliness,
something that TOTO continues to do
today.

The Great Kanto Earthquake strikes,
devastating Tokyo. A sewage system
is built during the reconstruction and
the demand for sanitary ware grows
rapidly.

After World War II, TOTO begins
to manufacture metal fittings and
faucets as well as ceramics. Ever since,
innovation in the field of precision
machining technology has gone handin-hand with developments in the
firing and casting of sanitary ware as
two of TOTO’s core businesses.

1964

1977

1980

1964

1977

1980

Japan is in the midst of its economic
miracle when it hosts the 1964
Tokyo Olympics, and is enjoying the
construction boom that accompanies
it. TOTO is again at the forefront of
bathroom technology, developing the
prefabrication methods necessary to
meet the need for mass production,
which saves time and energy on construction. The modular prefabricated
bathrooms TOTO creates for the 1,044
rooms in Tokyo’s Hotel New Otani,
opened for the Olympics, show how
the company has perfected the combination of technology and design.

TOTO‘s first overseas factory opens:
P.T. Surya TOTO Indonesia.

TOTO launches the WASHLET, pro
viding consumers with a whole new
level of cleanliness and comfort. It
quickly becomes a Japanese cultural
and commercial sensation.

154 / 155 TOTO COMPANY

1981

1990

1993

1998

1981

1993

1998

Following in the wake of the WASHLET,
TOTO starts moving its advanced
technology into other products by introducing high-end modular kitchens.

The launch of the NEOREST toilet
brings about the fullest realisation yet
of the principle of Clean Technology,
incorporating the WASHLET and a
comprehensive range of TOTO’s innovations into a bathroom of the highest
aesthetic and performance quality.

TOTO launches HYDROTECT, a
patented photocatalytic technology.
The material’s surface self-cleans
and breaks down pollutants in the
air, making it ideal for external use.
Easy to clean, it eliminates odours
and bacteria – making it ideal for
internal use, too.

1990
TOTO begins trading in the USA,
having already extended into
Indonesia, Korea, Thailand, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong. TOTO expands its
business into China in 1994.

2006

2010

2009

2013

2006

2009

2013

The TOTO Universal Design Research
Centre is built. Its purpose is to create
new products through an extensive
process of customer dialogue and
feedback.

TOTO launches in Europe at the ISH
Exhibition in Frankfurt, 10 – 14 March.

TOTO launches the first self-cleaning
WASHLET at the ISH Exhibition in
Frankfurt

2010
TOTO opens its first showroom
in Europe, in London.

156 / 157 TOTO HYDROTECT

HYDROTECT.
MORE THAN
JUST TILES:
ANTIBACTERIAL
AND ANTIVIRAL
SURFACES
FOR HYGIENIC
BATHROOMS.
As a technology leader, T
 OTO has developed solutions for areas beyond
the bathroom – for facades and public spaces, for example.

For more information,
see www.hydrotect.com.

158 / 159 TOTO HYDROTECT

OUR TECHNOLOGIES
HYDROTECT

Intelligent coating for indoor
and outdoor surfaces

Self-cleaning

Air-purifying

Antibacterial

SELF-CLEANING
Surfaces protected by HYDROTECT
are hydrophilic, which means that
a film of water forms on them when
it rains, removing any dirt and grime
that has collected.

ANTIBACTERIAL AND ANTIVIRAL
This special hybrid coating activates
oxygen and also contains active metals
that combat bacteria, viruses and
even unpleasant odours. TOTO develops products in collaboration with
our partners Casalgrande Padana,
Grespania and Laminam, which
ensure clean, hygienic surfaces in
private and public washrooms.

WASHBASINS
TOILETS

TOTO’s HYDROTECT technology
ensures the greatest possible hygiene – and not just for toilet bowls.
HYDROTECT-coated tiles and
ceramic plates have antibacterial
and antiviral properties, ensuring
long-lasting hygiene in frequently
used bathrooms.

BIDETS

Outdoors, HYDROTECT is used on
facades, window panes, tiles, and
roofs; indoors, it’s primarily used on
tiles.

A HYDROTECT coated house (150 m²)
purifies the same amount of air as a
forest area the size of 4 tennis courts
It decomposes the same amount of
NOx produced by 12 cars driving 30 km
a day

REFERENCES

HYDROTECT is a special coating for
different areas of application.

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

When exposed to sunlight, the material reacts in such a way that activated
oxygen forms on the surface. When the
pollutants come into contact with the
activated oxygen at the surface, they
are changed into harmless materials.

URINAL

AIR-PURIFYING

160 / 161 TOTO HYDROTECT

OUR BENEFITS
HYDROTECT

HYDROTECT – a versatile solution
for many purposes.

This technology can be used to apply
a special protective coating to all kinds
of surfaces.

Exterior facades
metal and plastic
panels, tiles, stone,
paint, film

Indoor applications
tiles

Road construction
noise barriers

Glass
windows,
glass fronts

WASHBASINS
TOILETS

We work with the following partners to
bring TOTO’s HYDROTECT technology
around the globe.

REFERENCES

For a complete list of partners, see www.hydrotect.com.

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

The HYDROTECT global network.
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T
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HOTEL DANIEL
VIENNA
A NEW CLASS OF VIBRANT URBAN HOTELS

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel
Architect
Georg Lippert
Owner	Weitzer Hotels
Betriebsges. M.b.H
Year built
2011
Rooms
115
Product	NC washbasin
Product codes
LW10019G

WWW.HOTELDANIEL.COM

“Smart luxury” is the idea that inspires
everything at Hotel Daniel. It reduces
elements to their essentials to create
streamlined concepts that do not get in
the way of hotel guests. “Smart luxury”
takes a variety of factors into consideration and is often one step ahead. It
provides modern travellers with what
they really need, and sometimes a little
more – but never less.

This philosophy is a perfect fit for Hotel
Daniel and T
 OTO. The design of TOTO’s
products is simple and straightforward,
yet outstanding. The products are made
of only the finest materials, many of
which have additional benefits – like
the CeFiONtect glaze used on the
washbasins. Based on nanotechnology,
this glaze prevents dirt and germs from
accumulating. Hotel Daniel installed 110
such washbasins.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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HOTEL PARK HYATT
PARIS-VENDÔME
A LUXURY HOTEL JUST STEPS FROM PLACE VENDÔME

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Luxury hotel
Opened
2002
Interior designer Ed Tuttle
Owner	
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
Rooms
156 – 43 suites
Products	
2 WASHLET NEOREST/LE
40 WASHLETs
Product codes
CW998DF

WWW.PARIS.VENDOME.HYATT.FR

The Park Hyatt Paris-Vendôme Hotel
towers over the famed Rue de la Paix,
within walking distance of Place
Vendôme and Opéra Garnier. As such,
it offers a unique view over the city of
Paris. Recently upgraded to the rank of
luxury hotel, Park Hyatt Paris-Vendôme
is a true masterpiece of contemporary
architecture and clean, modern design.

The hotel has 156 rooms and 43 impressive suites, a comfortable, inviting
lobby, a captivating terrace, several restaurants (including a Michelin-starred
restaurant), a spa and fitness centre.
Front Desk manager Keisuke Arite
has only heard good things about
the NEOREST toilets and WASHLETs

installed in the hotel. The positive
feedback has primarily come from the
Park Hyatt’s many Japanese guests.
The reservation system introduced by
the luxury hotels allows guests to specifically request a bathroom equipped
with a T
 OTO toilet. Many guests appreciate this important reservation option.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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BADEPARADIES
SCHWARZWALD
TITISEE-NEUSTADT
WELCOME TO YOUR HOLIDAY

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Refurbishment
Location
Product
Product codes

Waterpark
2011
Titisee-Neustadt
NC WC
CW762Y

Badeparadies offers a mini-holiday from
everyday life. One unique feature is
the palm oasis, which features 180 real
palm trees. Only guests over the age of
16 are admitted to this area, guaranteeing unparalleled calm and relaxation.
Guests experience modern sauna culture in a heavenly atmosphere. Saunas
designed based on different themes,
an expansive relaxation area and ice
fountain make the experience perfect.

WWW.BADEPARADIES-SCHWARZWALD.DE

Naturally, cleanliness and hygiene are
a top priority in this type of environment. This is why NC series toilets from
TOTO were installed in the public area
of the Badeparadies. Featuring Tornado
Flush technology, a rimless design and
CeFiONtect glaze, these toilets are
far more hygienic than conventional
products.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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MANDARIN ORIENTAL
MUNICH
UNPARALLELED SIZE, UNSURPASSED LUXURY AND EQUIPPED WITH
STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel *****
Refurbishment
2011
Owner	Mandarin Oriental
Hotel Group
Rooms
73
Products	NC WC
NEOREST WASHLET
Product codes	CW762Y
CW997DF

WWW.MANDARINORIENTAL.DE/MUNICH

The Mandarin Oriental in Munich is
an especially exclusive luxury hotel
located in an elegant Neo-Renaissance
building. The 73 guest rooms feature
a classic, elegant look and innovative
technologies. All rooms and suites are
very spacious and feature their own
unique design based on the hotel’s
Renaissance style.

The high-quality technology featured
in the rooms is continued in the hotel’s
bathrooms. TOTO is the ideal partner to
supply bathroom ceramics and fixtures
that reflect the sophisticated room
amenities. NEOREST WASHLETs are
installed in the suites, and NC series
toilets in the rooms.

REFERENCES

PLANNING DATA

FAUCETS / SHOWERS

LUMINIST

WASHLETS

URINAL

BIDETS

TOILETS

WASHBASINS
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HOTEL CONNAUGHT
LONDON
WHERE CONTEMPORARY MEETS CLASSIC STYLE

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel *****
Refurbishment
2009
Designer	Guy Oliver, David Collins
and India Mahdavi
Owner
Maybourne Group
Year built
1897
Products
WASHLET NEOREST/LE
Product codes
CW998CH

WWW.THE-CONNAUGHT.CO.UK

One of London’s most prestigious hotels, in the heart of fashionable Mayfair,
has recently benefited from a delicate
restoration. A team of internationally renowned designers were cherry-picked
to bring the Connaught up-to-date
with state-of-the-art technology and a
design-led-interior. The restoration was
carried out with meticulous attention to
Edwardian period detail, while adding
the best of 21st century design.

The result is a luxurious designer hotel
with a timeless and unique character.
The bathrooms of the hotel suites
feature state-of-the-art technology with
37 WASHLET NEOREST/LE WCs for
the enhanced comfort of guests. The
NEOREST/LE is the most innovative
WASHLET in TOTO’s product portfolio.
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RADISSON BLU EDWARDIAN
GRAFTON HOTEL
LONDON
LUXURY FITZROVIA HOTEL AT THE HUB OF LONDON’S TRANSPORT NETWORK

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel ****
Refurbishment
2012
Designer	In-house
Owner
Radisson Blu Edwardian
Year Built
1903
Number of
Rooms / Suites
320 rooms / 10 suites
Products	NC WCs,
SelfPower faucets
Product codes	CW767, VC150,
TEN 40AWV205

WWW.RADISSONEDWARDIAN.COM/GRAFTON

The Grafton Hotel is within striking
distance of London’s West End and
three main entry points to the Capital:
St Pancras, for the Eurostar, King’s Cross
Station and Euston Station. As a result,
it is a popular base for sightseeing and
a destination for conferences, business
meetings and large social events.

Easy maintenance T
 OTO NC WCs and
economical SelfPower faucets in the
washroom facilities serve the public
areas of the hotel, from the lively Aston
Bar and Restaurant to the hotel’s 14
conference and meeting rooms and
banqueting suite.
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RADISSON BLU EDWARDIAN
MERCER STREET HOTEL
LONDON
HIP COVENT GARDEN BOUTIQUE HOTEL

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel ****
Refurbishment
2012
Designer	In-house
Owner
Radisson Blu Edwardian
Year Built
1904
Number of
Rooms / Suites	137 bedrooms incl. 8 deluxe
suite, 6 studios
Products	Wallhung NC WCs with
self-closing lids, NC self-rim
basins, NC single lever mixer
taps, NC shower sets with
in-wall thermostats
Product codes	CW762Y mit VC150, LW762Y,
VLB31, VBB12, VHC100,
VHC300, VHC400, VHC550
WWW.RADISSONBLU-EDWARDIAN.COM/MERCER

This landmark hotel is situated in
Seven Dials village, part of London’s
vibrant Covent Garden. It is an urban
chic retreat on the doorstep of London’s celebrated Theatreland. Its beautifully designed rooms are equipped
with next-generation technology,
making it as hip as the streets that
surround it. With its own theatre, and
bar and restaurant alive with locals,
this place feels relaxed and rooted in
its community.

 OTO bathroom fittings feature
T
throughout, from the hi-spec bedrooms, suites and studios to the
public areas filled with original art
and iconic designer furniture. The
rooms are fitted with products from
the NC collection: WCs, basins,
faucets, and shower sets.
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HOTEL SOFITEL
AMSTERDAM
LUXURY HOTEL LOCATED IN THE DUTCH CAPITAL

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel *****
Refurbishment 2011
Owner
Accor S.A.
Year built
15th century
Rooms	52 luxury suites and
177 rooms
Products	NC WCs with
WASHLET GL, 
NEOREST/SE WASHLETs
Product codes	CW762Y with TCF891G,
CW997DF

WWW.SOFITEL.COM

Sofitel Legend Amsterdam hotel is
nestled between the idyllic canals in
the heart of the city. The historic and
breathtakingly renovated building (once
a monastery in the 15th century, later
used as city hall) unites elegant design
with five-star amenities, and includes
52 luxury suites and an exclusive spa.
Featuring the award-winning Bridges
Restaurant, Amsterdam’s first raw bar,

wine bar, library, and café, the hotel
is the ideal destination for demanding
business travellers or those looking
for a luxurious stay in Amsterdam.
To emphasise the hotel’s high standards in the bathrooms as well, 28 of
the luxury suites were equipped with
TOTO’s innovative WASHLETs.
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MAY FAIR HOTEL
LONDON
CONTEMPORARY CHIC IN THE HEART OF THE CITY

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel *****
Refurbishment
2012
Designer	
Mach Architecture in
collaboration with May
Owner
Edwardian Group
Year Built
1920s
Number of
Rooms / Suites
40 bedrooms, 13 suits
Products	
NEOREST/LE bathtub,
NEOREST/LE WASHLET,
NEOREST/LE washbasin,
NEOREST Gyrostream
shower, NEOREST towel
bars, NEOREST robe hooks,
SelfPower faucet, MH/
NC Mirrors, NEOREST/SE
washbasin, NC shower set
Product codes	PKL1820, CW998CH,
MR720ACR1, PSU1000E,
YT900S6, YA900,
TEN40AWV105,
MI10015B-WI, LW991CH,
VH10704U

WWW.THEMAYFAIRHOTEL.CO.UK

From its Royal opening in the 20s to its
reputation as Hollywood’s playground
in London in the 50s. The May Fair has
always enjoyed an iconic status. Exclusive from the outset, it offers guests
a mixture of bespoke design, memorable experiences and luxury without
pretension.

The finest details are everywhere, from
the Spa and Bar to the destination restaurant Quince, but nowhere more so
than in the twelve Signature Suites. The
latest of these is the Ebony Suite, which
comes with a sanctuary bathroom fitted
with the ultimate in TOTO luxury from
the NEOREST/LE range.

The standard illumination is white.
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ROSEWOOD HOTEL
LONDON
DISTINCTIVELY DESIGNED LUXURY HOTEL

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Luxury hotel *****
Year built
2013
Rooms / Suites	
262 rooms and 44 suites
Product
NEOREST/LE WASHLET
n both the Grand Manor
House Wing and the Garden
House Suite
Product code	CW998CH

WWW.ROSEWOODHOTELP.COM/LONDON

The Rosewood London, located in the
exclusive High Holborn district, opened
in October 2013 following careful renovation work to the landmark-protected
building from 1914. The new luxury
hotel unites contemporary sophistication
and English cultural heritage. It is the
latest addition to Rosewood Hotels &
Resorts® in Europe.

Located close to Covent Garden, the
Rosewood London is situated in one of
the most historic and dynamic sites in
the English capital. The many luxury
boutiques on Lamb’s Conduit Street,
the Royal Opera House, British Museum
and West End Theatre are located just
a stone’s throw away. The hotel has
262 rooms and 44 suites, all lovingly
designed in the style of an English

residence. The hotel also has a private
wing – the Grand Manor wing has six
rooms measuring a unique 585 m2, a private entrance, lift and separate address.
A great deal of attention was paid to the
luxurious design of the Garden House
Suite, Grand Manor wing as well as their
many bathrooms. The TOTO NEOREST/
LE WASHLET is installed here.
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HOTEL SANSSOUCI
VIENNA
LUXURY AND URBAN LIFESTYLE SURROUNDED BY ART AND CULTURE

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hotel *****
Year built
1872
Refurbishment
2012
Designer
Yoo
Owner
Sans Souci Group
Rooms / Suites
63
Products	
WASHLET GL,
MH wallhung toilet
Product codes	TCF891G, CW162Y

WWW.SANSSOUCI-WIEN.COM

This exclusive luxury hotel brings Yoo’s
distinctive design to Vienna’s cultural
centre, one of the city’s top locations.
The highlight of this lifestyle hotel is its
collection of modern art, which includes
originals from Roy Lichtenstein, Allen
Jones and Steve Kaufman. The works
are on display in the hotel’s public areas
and rooms.
The uniquely designed rooms and suites
all share an atmosphere of relaxed,
effortless luxury. Guests will also enjoy

this characteristic charm throughout the
hotel, which is the perfect retreat in the
heart of the bustling city.
A WASHLET is an essential part of every
luxury hotel. The owners chose the
WASHLET GL with the MH collection
toilet.
The architectural firms A2K and Werkstatt Wien installed a wallhung washdown toilet from the MH collection in
the bathrooms of the 15 superior and

17 luxury rooms. The guest toilets of
the three master suites also feature the
same models. The hotel has a total of
45 TOTO toilets. “We decided on TOTO
because the products are of very high
quality, and are an especially good fit
for our hotel,” explained Hotel Manager
Andrea Fuchs. “We were also impressed
by the TOTO products because they are
easy to clean, use little water per flush,
and have a very quiet flush.”
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COLETTE FLAGSHIPSTORE
PARIS
THE TEMPLE OF ALL THINGS HIP

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Opened
Architect
Owners
Space
Product
Product codes

Concept store
March 1997
Arnaud de Montigny
Lerfel family
700 m2 on three levels
NEOREST/LE
CW998DF

WWW.COLETTE.FR

Since March 1997, the “Colette” concept store has been Paris’s top spot for
style, fashion and design. All connoisseurs of fashion, high-tech, beauty, art,
music, literature, and gadgets inevitably
find the most unpredictable and exclusive selection of products at Colette.
Colette discovers the trends of tomorrow around the world, in countries such
as the US, England and Japan. The
shop presents limited edition fashion
and products from trendy designers
before they are available elsewhere.

Sarah Lerfel, Colette’s owner, discovered the WASHLET while visiting
Japan and decided to install one in
Colette’s public washrooms next to
the restaurant.
Customers have been very curious
and interested in T
 OTO’s innovative
WASHLET since its installation. Colette
has now installed a second range
of WASHLETs – over the past three
years, the boutique has invested in
the exclusive NEOREST collection that
better reflects its image. The restaurant

manager noticed that customers spend
more time at the toilet to try out all
of the functions that the NEOREST
WASHLET has to offer.
The response has been very positive,
and people have asked a number of
questions about the WASHLET. Only
customers who travel frequently are
already familiar with this type of toilet –
and they are delighted to see it because
of its superior hygiene.
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JAL FIRST CLASS LOUNGE
AIRPORT FRANKFURT/ MAIN

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Airport Lounge
Refurbishment
2009
Location
Frankfurt / Main airport
Products	
NEOREST/SE WASHLET
Product codes
CW997DF

Japanese airline JAL’s lounge at Frankfurt Airport was renovated to match
the JAL lounge at Tokyo’s Narita Inter
national Airport. The first-class JAL
lounge is now twice as big as they were
before and offers 153 passengers 600 m2
of Japanese design and comfort. TOTO
installed NEOREST/SE toilets in the
bathrooms to contribute to a relaxing
and upmarket experience.

The lounge is only two minutes’ walk
from the gates. Shinya Naruse, JAL
Lounge M
 anager at Frankfurt Airport,
is delighted with the benefits the
WASHLETs provide. They’re an integral
part of Japanese culture and are, therefore, equally at home in the JAL lounge.
Guests can now enjoy the essence of
Japanese bathroom culture – something
that TOTO has had a huge role in shaping over the years.
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190 / 191 REFERENCES HEALTH CARE FACILITIES

FRANZISKUS HOSPITAL
BIELEFELD
THE ULTIMATE HYGIENE FOR FRANZISKUS HOSPITAL

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Hospital
Operated by	Katholische Hospital
vereinigung Ostwestfalen
GmbH
Refurbishment
2011
Products	NC Serie,
wallhung toilets
Product codes
CW762Y

WWW.FRANZISKUS.DE

NC series toilets were installed in 26
patient bathrooms as part of the renovations performed at the Bielefeld
hospital. The hospital’s technical director and hygiene expert chose the TOTO
toilets because they were proven to
dramatically reduce bacterial loads

according to the German Hygiene
Certificate. The new Tornado Flush
technology, special CeFiONtect glaze
and easy-to-clean rimless bowl prevent
dirt and bacteria from accumulating in
the toilet. The flush is also far quieter
than conventional toilets.
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192 / 193 REFERENCES RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

GENERATIONENKULT HAUS
(“GEKU HAUS”)
ESSEN
A NEW MULTI-GENERATIONAL CONCEPT FOR LIVING AND WORKING

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Multi-generation building
Refurbishment
2012
Owner
Reinhard Wiesemann
Products	NC wallhung toilets
WCs with WASHLET EK
Product codes
CW762Y, TCF6402G

WWW.GENERATIONENKULT.DE

An extraordinary residential and commercial building designed for several
different generations was built in Essen. The goal of this project is to have
people of different generations benefit
from living and working together. The
building houses a co-working area,
21 one-room apartments designed for

senior citizens, and a large communal
living space with 14 rooms, a shared
kitchen and shared bathrooms. All
sanitary areas within the “GeKu” building are equipped with the WASHLET
EK and NC toilets. These toilets were
chosen for their superior hygiene and to
allow the older generation to maintain

their privacy and independence as
long as possible – even people with
limited mobility can use the WASHLET
without assistance. Communal bathrooms equipped with TOTO toilets stay
cleaner for a longer time due to the
effective flush, special glaze and rimless
bowl design.
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194 / 195 REFERENCES RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

HURLINGHAM CLUB
LONDON
EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE MEMBERS CLUB

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Club / Leisure
Refurbishment
August 2011
Designer
David Morley Architects
Owner
Hurlingham Club
Year Built
1930s
Products	
NC WCs product CW762Y,
Soft Closing Seats VC100

WWW.HURLINGHAMCLUB.ORG.UK

The Hurlingham Club sits on a magnificent 42 acre London site by the
Thames. In 2011, David Morley Architects’ completed the design of the
Outdoor Pool based on original pool
facilities built in the 1930s. Though
much loved by the members for their
character and charm, these had reached
the end of their design life. The scheme

comprised a 30 m (or 100 ft) pool, a
children’s pool, a changing room building and a cafe. The new changing room
building is larger than the original but
reprises its predecessor’s long horizontal proportions, blue painted clap-board
walls with white doors and accessories
such as the clock and life-saving rings.
The new roof is made up of a series

of elegant, metal-clad vaults that float
at a constant height above clerestory
glazing. The modern standards of accommodation, including TOTO NC WCs
fitted with soft closing seats, create
a facility for members to enjoy for the
next eighty years. The interiors won
an RIBA Award in 2012.
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MAWELL RESORT
LANGENBURG
WELLNESS MEETS SUSTAINABILITY AT THE MAWELL RESORT IN LANGENBURG.
THE TOTO TOILETS AND WASHLETS INSTALLED HERE CONTINUE THIS PRINCIPLE.

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Wellnesshotel
Year built
2013
Owner	
Mawell Ressort GmbH
Rooms / Suites
57
Products	
WASHLET GL,
NC wallhung toilet
NC seat with soft-closing
function
Product codes	TCF891G, CW762Y,
VC100R

WWW.MAWELL-RESORT.DE

Mawell Resort in Langenburg achieves
a serene, relaxing atmosphere through
natural construction materials and the
ubiquitous panoramic view of the beautiful cultivated landscape. This is one
way in which the hotel merges the ideas
of sustainability and wellness.
Operator Wolfgang Maier, a local supplier of prefabrication systems, focused
specifically on the beneficial, comforting
ambiance of natural materials from the
surrounding region in the planning and
design of this resort. Oak, spruce and

birch, as well as shell limestone and
Swiss jura stone set the tone for the entire complex. Here, sustainability meets
wellness.

special CeFiONtect glaze and rimless
design, TOTO toilets can achieve the
greatest possible hygiene – without
aggressive cleansers.

The 58 TOTO NC collection toilets used
in the rooms at Mawell Resort also follow this philosophy. The highly-efficient
and water-saving Tornado Flush creates
a powerful whirlpool from three jets
of water which thoroughly eliminates
waste, bacteria and dirt from the entire
toilet bowl – and only uses 3 or 4.5 litres
of water. With the extremely smooth

The eight exclusive rooms feature
GL WASHLETs. The toilet with bidet
function allows guests to enjoy comfortable cleansing with warm water. It is
possible to adjust the water pressure,
type and position of spray, and the water
temperature. The toilet seat is heated,
and a filter system prevents unpleasant
odours.
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198 / 199 REFERENCES RESTAURANTS

RESTAURANT L’AGAPÉ
PARIS
THE EXCLUSIVE AND CONTEMPORARY GOURMET RESTAURANT IN THE HEART OF PARIS’S 7 TH ARRONDISSEMENT

FACTS & FIGURES
Category
Restaurant
Opened
March 2008
Architect
The owners
Owners	
Laurent Lapaire and Olivier
Le Franc
Number of
diners
40
Products	
WASHLET NEOREST/LE,
LUMINIST Luna washbasin,
NC mirror
Product Code	CW997DF, MRZ700BCB1,
MI10018B-WI

WWW.AGAPE-PARIS.FR

Following its opening in March 2008,
L’Agapé quickly received accolades
from the press and critics along with
one star in the Michelin guide. The
dining room has a reserved, tasteful
atmosphere and table decorations on a
par with the most famous restaurants.
The overall impression is contemporary,
discreet and comfortable. Young chef
Yohann Lemonnier uses only the best
seasonal products to create exclusive
French delicacies.

Restaurant owner Laurent Lapaire
came up with the idea to have a
WASHLET NEOREST/LE installed in the
restaurant. He wanted to his guests to
enjoy the highest standards of hygiene
that T
 OTO products can offer. In addition to the WASHLET, he selected the
Luna washbasin from the LUMINIST
line and the NC mirror to give the room
a special ambiance.

Since the TOTO NEOREST/LE was
installed about a year ago, guests have
been raving to the owners and staff
about the restrooms unlike ever before.
They are very curious about this innovative device. The restaurant manager
noticed that guests spend more time
in the restrooms because they want to
try out all of the NEOREST functions.
A visit to the restroom has become
a “must” following dinner. Once one
guest uses the toilet, the others have to
follow – causing a kind of “traffic jam”
and difficulty in ensuring smooth table
service!
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